Spring 2022 Kids Book Fair
A Declaration of the Rights of Girls and
Boys

East of the Sun, West of the Moon
by Jackie Morris
Unbound • On Sale: Sep 9/22
9781783528868 • $34.95 • cl
Juvenile Fic / Poetry (See Also Stories In Verse)

by Elisabeth Brami, illustrated by Estelle BillonSpagnol
On Sale: Jul 6/22
9781915071200 • $24.50 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Social Situations / SelfEsteem & Self-Reliance

Girls have the right to play football, wear blue,
and aspire to be president! Boys can learn
ballet, like hugs and cry when they're sad.

LEAD

A funny, beautifully illustrated and heartwarming
list of the rights of boys and girls, presented as a
flipbook to be read from either end.

From the moment she saw him, the girl knew the
bear had come for her. How many times had she
dreamed of him? Now, here he was, as if spelled
from her dreams.
This encounter marks the beginning of a long and
extraordinary journey. At the bear's secret palace
in faraway mountains, she is treated courteously
but troubled by the bear's unfathomable sadness.
As the bear's secret unravels, another adventure
unfolds, which takes her to the homes of the four
(...)

Girls as well as boys have the right to be scruffy,
ruffled, agitated, to choose the job they want, not
to be every day princesses, to love who they

LEAD

Wild Swans

Animals & Skeletons Activity Book

by Jackie Morris
Unbound • On Sale: Sep 9/22
9781783528882 • $34.95 • cl
Juvenile Fic / Poetry (See Also Stories In Verse)

by Jennifer M. Mitchell, illustrated by Y. Shane
Nitzsche
Adventure Publications • On Sale: May 20/22
9781940647609 • $9.50 • pb
Coloring Nature

A girl loses her beloved brothers when they are
turned into swans by her wicked stepmother. She
embarks on a vital quest with one purpose: to find
them and turn them back into boys again.
But the task is complicated. She must pick nettles
with her bare hands and turn them to yarn, to spin
and knit into shirts for each of the eleven brothers.
And all the while she cannot speak, for if she does,
even so much as (...)

This coloring book includes educational
content about North American animals and
their skeletons, as well as interactive activities
such as dot-to-dots, mazes, and word finds (...)

What Can I Do?

Atlas of Cats

by Mary Richards
Agnes & Aubrey • On Sale: May 27/22
9781916881600 • $22.50 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Art / General

by Jana Sedlackova and Helena Harastova,
illustrated by Giulia Lombardo
Albatross Media • On Sale: Jul 8/22
9788000063546 • $24.50 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Cats
Atlases of Animal Companions

Get ready for a beautifully illustrated activity book
with a twist - mixing learning, craft and creative
play! What will you do today? Look no further than
this book! You'll find plenty of easy-to-follow
activities, from "Invent a Dance" to "Make a
Museum". On each page, there are lists of what
you'll need, tips for getting started, and ideas for
making the most out of the activity you've chosen.
As you read through, you'll discover new facts on
every (...)

Did you know that some cats don't have five
fingers, but six? We're not pulling your whiskers it's true! Whether you have your own pet at home
or whether you just like these adorable little rascals
- read our illustrated cat atlas, which will introduce
you to the most interesting, lazy, cuddly, and wild
cat breeds in the world, from the common
European tabby to the silky-haired Persian cat and
the unusual Lykoi. And don't worry, that one over
there (...)
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I Shall Awaken

Parts of a Whole

by Katerina Sardicka, illustrated by Stepanka
Coufalova
Albatross Media • On Sale: May 27/22
9788000063478 • $25.50 • cl
YA Fic / Animals / Mythical Creatures

by Magda Gargulakova, illustrated by Federico
Bonifacini
Albatross Media • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9788000063584 • $18.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / General
Neatly Organized Things

This young adult mystery horror takes us to a
remote borderline village in an intentionally
unspecified place and time where people still live
by their own rules and still believe in old gods.
Twelve years ago, four children suddenly
disappeared without trace. Now during the winter
solstice, three of them returned out of nowhere as
adults with no memory of what happened to them.
Astrid, Tom and Sonja have to unite to face the
prejudice of the villagers and to (...)

You may be surprised to learn how many individual
parts make up the things around us. Do you know
all the things that go into alphabet soup, a sandpit
or a clock? Can you imagine how lovely all the
parts look when sorted and arranged side by side?
You can't? Then come with us and let an
inquisitive cat called Ada show you what makes up
lots of ordinary and special things and places.You
may be surprised to learn how (...)

What Goes Inside?

How Do Animals See?

by Magda Gargulakova, illustrated by Federico
Bonifacini
Albatross Media • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9788000063591 • $18.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / General
Neatly Organized Things

by Marie Kotasova Adamkova, illustrated by
Tomas Kopecky
Albatross Media • On Sale: May 20/22
9788000063560 • $20.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / General

There are so many things around us that we
cannot see into. All those cabinets, suitcases and
closed doorsâ€¦ be them small, big, mysterious or
even quite plain, they make one wonder what fits
inside them. Inside a fridge food fits, inside the
washing machine laundry does. That's obvious,
isn't it? But what about a fire truck? Not to mention
a garden shed or a henhouse! What fits inside
them? Join Bruno the curious dog and find
everything out together (...)

Have you ever wondered how animals perceive
the world around us? Whether they see the same
colors we see? Whether the vision of a fish is
blurry underwater like ours? Or whether dogs like
to watch TV, or cats really can see in the dark? If
you have ever wished you could ask the animals
themselves, don't worry, because the book you are
holding in your hands holds the answers to these
questions and many more.
We know what we (...)

Humans and Animals

Rockets

by Pavla Hanackova, illustrated by Dasha
Lebesheva
Albatross Media • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9788000063577 • $23.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / General

by Pavla Hanackova, illustrated by Diarmuid O
Cathain
Albatross Media • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9788000063492 • $20.50 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Aeronautics,
Astronautics & Space Science
All Aboard!

They can construct majestic buildings that provide
shelter for many families. They can also
communicate with their companions and do all
kinds of different jobs. Do you know who we're
talking about? If you guessed humans, you are
mistaken. No, in this case we're talking about
termites! Humans have much more in common
with them and other creatures than it might seem
at first glance. And that's exactly what this book is
about. Enter a world where we shine a (...)

Is space the number one topic you're interested
in? Would you like to learn what breathtaking
objects and man-made machines are flying around
out there? Would you like to become an astronaut
and see everything with your own eyes? Karl the
kiwi bird is interested in just that. His biggest
dream is to visit space as an astronaut. Together
you'll learn many interesting things about all kinds
of spacecraft. You'll meet the most famous types
and also catch a (...)
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Amazing Plants of the World

Encyclopedia of Plants, Fungi, and
Lichens

by Stepanka Sekaninova, illustrated by Zuzana
Dreadka Kruta
Albatross Media • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9788000063539 • $23.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Reference / Encyclopedias
World of Amazement

by Tereza Nemcova, illustrated by Tomas Pernicky
Albatross Media • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9788000063515 • $27.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Reference / Encyclopedias
Encyclopedias for Young Readers

Welcome to botanical garden where human feet
have not trodden for years. Actually, one has, or
rather a pair of them have. They belong to a
passionate botanist who spends all his time in the
company of flowers. He does not seem interested
in people, as he feels himself to be a plant rather
than a member of the genus homo sapiens.
Strange as it may seem to you, maybe even scary
like everything unknown, please, rest assured that
he (...)

This planet of ours is teeming with vast numbers of
plants, from small flowers to giant trees. And there
are fungi and lichens too. With this encyclopedia,
you will get to know a few hundred of the best
known and most interesting plants from all over the
world. What's more, this book will show you groups
in which plants, fungi, and lichens can be
classified. It will introduce you to mysterious
lichens, edible and inedible mushrooms (as well as
poisonous (...)

Means of Transport That Changed The
World

Encyclopedia of Birds
by Tomas Tuma, illustrated by Tomas Pernicky
Albatross Media • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9788000063508 • $27.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Reference / Encyclopedias
Encyclopedias for Young Readers

by Tom Velcovsky and Stepanka Sekaninova,
illustrated by Martin Sodomka
Albatross Media • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9788000063553 • $25.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Transportation / General

Travel back with us as we explore the world's most
important milestones in the development of travel
and transportation. From little-noticed ideas that
launched a technological revolution, through
expeditions that reached for the stars, to tragedies
that ended vast projects once and for all. As this
book will show, every ending stands at the
beginning of something new. Take a ride with us
on the fastest, greatest, most awesome, most
controversial machines that moved humanity
forward.

We all know that there are many birds up in the
sky, but did you know that there is a similarly vast
number down here on the ground? The bird
kingdom is weird, wonderful, vivid, and fascinating.
This encyclopedia will introduce you to over a
hundred of the world's best-known birds, and it will
give you a clear idea how birds are classified. You
will find an attractive selection of birds of prey,
parrots, penguins, songbirds, and aquatic birds (...)

Encyclopedia of Animals

The Artist

by Tomas Tuma, illustrated by Tomas Tuma
Albatross Media • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9788000063522 • $27.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Reference / Encyclopedias
Encyclopedias for Young Readers

by Alison Binks
Berbay Publishing • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781922610423 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Art & Architecture

Vast numbers of animals live here on Earth, from
tiny insects to large mammals. The animal world is
varied and quite interesting. This encyclopedia will
introduce you to several hundreds of the best
known and most interesting animals on the whole
planet, and to top it off , it will help you put each
one of them into the right group. This book will
show you an attractive selection of mammals,
rodents, ungulates, primates, predators,
cetaceans, birds, fish, cartilaginous fish,
amphibians (...)

The Artist is a captivating book about a young
boy's artistic spirit and the natural world that
inspires him. A beautifully rendered story, told
with deep understanding and insight." Tohby
Riddle, author of Nobody Owns the Moon
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The Bear and the Little Green Thing

Norton and the Bear

by Diandian
Berbay Publishing • On Sale: May 13/22
9780645069648 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship

by Gabriel Evans
Berbay Publishing • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781922610447 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories

Shortlisted for the World Illustration Awards!

Shortlisted for the Children's Book of Australia
Picture Book of the Year!

When the little green thing is dropped from the
mouth of a bird, it finds an unexpected home - on
the back of a bear. The little green thing just needs
to convince the bear to let it stay. You might not
think a little green thing has a lot to say, but this
one does! It offers to provide great conversation,
act as a gentle fan and protect the bear from
intruders. In exchange (...)

The humour will grab children as they will see
their own overreactions within Norton's
despair at Bear and his copying. This is a
simple, meaningful and visually stunning book
that reminds us all that what we look like on
the outside doesn't matter nearly so much as
what we are like on the inside." ReadPlus,
highly recommended

Where's Speedy?

Sneaky Shadows

by Nici Gregory
Berbay Publishing • On Sale: May 13/22
9780648953395 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Insects, Spiders, Etc.

by SC Manchild, illustrated by Sam Caldwell
Berbay Publishing • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781922610454 • $24.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories

An interactive story about family, freedom, and
the idea that every creature deserves to have a
home.

Shortlisted for the Russell Prize for Humour
Writing for Young People
Shortlisted for Speech Pathology Book of the
Year

George and his sister Lotta have found a new slug
friend named Speedy. They can't wait to introduce
him to the family, but Speedy has other plans. He
escapes! Can you help find him? Their extended
family and friends certainly try to help. But is
George and Lotta's jar really the best place for

Kids will love trying to guess what the
shadows really are and will be delighted when
the authors out-silly them every time."
Readings

Bailey and Blanket

I'll Take Care of You

by Emily House, illustrated by Emily House
Blue Dot Kids Press • On Sale: May 6/22
9781737603221 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & SelfReliance

by Maria Loretta, illustrated by Nicoletta Bertelle
Blue Dot Kids Press • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781737603238 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Emotions & Feelings

Warm, vibrant illustrations combine with the
steady reassurance 'I'll take care of you' to
introduce children to the cycles of nature and
the gift of nurturing.

A heartwarming read-aloud about the special
relationship between a child and their best
friend in all the world . . . a soft, cozy blanket.

Everywhere Bailey goes, Blanket goes too. They
love to adventure together. Until an uninvited guest
joins the family picnic, and . . . disaster strikes.
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A tiny seed finds itself lost in the world, but with
care from the Sky, Earth, and Sun it grows up to
be a beautiful apple tree. When the tree meets a
bird in need of help, it offers its branches as shelter
and shows little readers the magic of being cared
for and (...)
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My Day In The Park

Just To See

by Marta Orzel, illustrated by Marta Orzel
Blue Dot Kids Press • On Sale: May 20/22
9781737603245 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / General

by Morgane de Cadier, illustrated by Florian Pige
Blue Dot Kids Press • On Sale: May 13/22
9781737603207 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play

Explore a city park in this playful, illustrated
adventure full of two hundred words for
children to learn: names for interesting plants,
birds, delicious picnic foods, and more!

Fans of Peter Brown and Jon Klassen will
cherish this inspiring story about exploration,
curiosity and an unexpected discovery.
There are wonders all around us ... Why not go
see what you can find?

Time for an adventure! Families will join Sam as
they explore the young adventurer's city's park,
from the bandstand and the greenhouse to the
great lawn and the animal farm.

Every day, perched high up in her tree house, a
girl surveys the distant forest through her
binoculars. She knows every plant and animal.

Starting with a bustling map of the park, young
readers follow along to fourteen park destinations

But look! A strange new tree appears, towering
above all the others. Where did it come from? Is it
really a tree?

Be Your Best Self

Great Lives in Graphics: Shakespeare

by Brown
Button Book • On Sale: May 13/22
9781787081239 • $18.95 • pb

by Button Books
Button Book • On Sale: May 13/22
9781787080515 • $20.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography / Literary
Great Lives in Graphics

Be Your Best Self is a book of core skills and tools
for children to help children realise their dreams
and achieve their goals in life.

What are your BIG dreams? We all have different
dreams, that's what makes us unique. But
whatever it is that you want to do, the skills you'll
need to achieve your goals are the same. This
exciting book helps children and young people to
practise these core skills and provides a survival
kit for (...)

The Great Lives in Graphics series is a new way of
looking at the lives of famous and influential
people. It takes the essential dates and
achievements of each person's life, mixes them
with lesser-known facts and trivia, and uses
infographics to show them in a fresh visual way
that is genuinely engaging for children and young
adults. The result is a colourful, fascinating and
often surprising representation of that person's life,
work and legacy. Using timelines, maps, repeated
(...)

Kids Can Cook Vegetarian

Kitchen Science

by Button Books, illustrated by Esther Coombs
Button Book • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781787081192 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Cooking
Kids Can

by Laura Minter and Tia Williams
Button Book • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781787081222 • $27.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Experiments
& Projects
Awesome STEM Experiments

Kids Can Cook Vegetarian is a beautifully
illustrated cookbook for budding
chefs, containing more than 30 vegetarian
recipes.

Kitchen Science is a collection of 30 STEMthemed
activities for children, making use of everyday
materials found in the kitchen.

Forget about sterile
laboratories and stuffy classrooms, there are
oodles of awesome science
experiments waiting to be done, right under your
nose - in the kitchen! Learn
about how microwaves work, why honeycomb is

Packed with recipes for
fresh, tasty vegetarian dishes, the third title in the
Kids Can series
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Live Like a Hunter Gatherer

Don't Ask the Dragon

by Naomi Walmsley
Button Book • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781787081208 • $27.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / History / Prehistoric

by Lemn Sissay, illustrated by Greg Stobbs
Canongate Books • On Sale: Jun 7/22
9781838853983 • $25.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship

Live Like a Hunter Gatherer is an informative
and immersive guide to the
Stone Age, written by a real-life hunter
gatherer!

The first children's book from number one
bestselling author, poet and national treasure
Lemn Sissay, beautifully illustrated throughout
This is the story of a little boy called Alem who
goes on an adventure.

If you imagined that all Stone Age people lived in
caves, were not very
clever, not very clean and said 'Ugg' a lot, then
think again. Marking the
start of all human history, the Stone Age lasted
around 3.5 million years (the
last part of that was only 71 grandparents ago!).

It's his birthday, but who knows where he can go to
celebrate it?

Obioma

Grandma and the Moon's Hidden Secret

by Chika Unigwe, illustrated by Chinyere
Okoroafor
Cassava Republic Press • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781913175368 • $12.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Special Needs

by Jumoke Verissimo, illustrated by Chinyere
Okoroafor
Cassava Republic Press • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781913175351 • $23.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Death & Dying

8 year-old Obioma is a football star. She uses a
special stick to score goals and never loses a race
in her wheelchair! But when she moves to a new
city, she has to go to a new school where she has
no friends, and everyone calls her â€œthe girl with
the wheelchairâ€. Obioma misses playing football
most of all, until one day a girl named Ayana asks
her to race. Once they start playing football,
everyone joins (...)

à€dà¹ké lives with her grandparents in Ibidan and
Grandma is her favourite person in the world. She
loves when Grandma sings to her, and gives her
treats from her stall. But one day, à€dà¹ké comes
home from school and can't find Grandma
anywhere! à€dà¹ké doesn't understand why
Grandma can't come back, but then her aunt
Yímiká tells her a secret. Can she really see
Grandma if she squints up at the moon (...)

The Cedarville Shop and the Wheelbarrow
Swap

Fly High, Lolo

Maybe the bear, the fox, the treefrog or the bulldog
know?
But don't ask the dragon . . . or he will EAT you!

by Bridget Krone
Catalyst Press • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781946395665 • $20.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / Africa

by Niki Daly
Catalyst Press • On Sale: May 13/22
9781946395658 • $10.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Readers / Chapter Books
Lolo Early Reader Series
A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection
Part of Niki Daly's Lolo series More fun is on the
way for Lolo in Fly High, Lolo, the fourth book in
Niki Daly's Lolo series for beginning readers. Lolo
is kind-hearted, creative, full of joy, and- whether
it's making homemade Christmas decorations from
recycled plastics, or stepping in when the school
play goes awry-she always knows just what to do
to save the day! In this collection of easy-to (...)

From the award-winning author of Small Mercies,
named a Best Middle-Grade Book of 2020 by
Kirkus Reviews I've decided that some people put
out fires and leave the world cold and hopeless
and others nurse the kindling, blow like mad and
fan the flames with whatever they have at hand so that everyone feels its warmth." A lot of things
can feel just out of reach in 12-year-old Boipelo
Seku's small, impoverished village of Cedarville,
South (...)
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Cat Eyes and Dog Whistles

Pippin Paints a Portrait

by Cathy Evans, illustrated by Becky Thorns
Cicada Books • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781800660137 • $31.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Sense &
Sensation

by Created by Charlotte Mei
Cicada Books • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781800660144 • $23.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories

With bold, bright illustrations by award winning
illustrator, Becky Thorne, this is a marvellous
science/biology book that will get kids thinking
about how their bodies interact with and make
sense of the world around them.

A laugh-out-loud story of artistic expression,
told in direct speech and adorable mangainflected illustrations by Charlotte Mei.
Today I am going to paint a portrait. It is a portrait
of someone very important. That someone is ME
(it is a self-portrait). All famous artists paint
pictures of themselves, and I am a famous artist.
Or at least I will be when I've finished my portrait."

''Full of just the type of obscure facts that will
fascinate and delight young readers''. - Library
Girl and Book Boy

Pippin is painting his self-portrait, but his friends
think he's (...)

Grandma's House of Rules

Map of You

by Henry Blackshaw
Cicada Books • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781908714930 • $23.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Family / Multigenerational

by Sophie Williams
Cicada Books • On Sale: May 13/22
9781800660151 • $18.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Games & Activities / General

This is the story of a boy who loves his
grandma, but can't stand all her rules!
Gorgeous pencil illustrations by Henry
Blackshaw bring the eccentric grandma and
her pattern-filled house alive.

A timely activity book in which to explore ideas
of mindfulness and self-acceptance by
emerging illustrator Sophie Williams, illustrator
of best-selling title, Earth Shattering Events
(Cicada, 2019).

'Henry Blackshaw keeps things simple in his
plotting and direct in his artistic style and I applaud
him for that. It helps him to set up a compassionate
ending that young readers will appreciate and
identify with'. - The AOI

The journey of self-discovery starts right here!

'I like the way Blackshaw has incorporated many
(...)

Aimed at a middle-grade audience, this delightful
activity book asks young readers to explore the
landscape of their own psyche. They are invited to
visit their mountains of strength and wetlands of
weaknesses. to confront their 'forests of fears', and
to take (...)

Alex and Alex

Summer Fun

by Ziggy Hanaor, illustrated by Ben Javens
Cicada Books • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781800660113 • $23.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & SelfReliance

by Anita Bijsterbosch
Clavis • On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781605377599 • $24.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship

A simple, engaging story introducing ideas of
non-binary identities, tolerance and acceptance
to very young readers, from the writer of the
critically acclaimed picture book The Pocket
Chaotic.

An interactive picture book full of summer fun!
For sunny kids ages 3 years and up. Fox,
Mouse, Raccoon, and Owl are playing outside!
The sun is shining, and it's nice and warm. They
want to go fly a kite, but there isn't enough wind.
Can you blow the kite up into the air (...)

''What a wonderful book that I think every child
making their first steps socially should have read to
them''.
- The Great British Bookworm
''The lack of gender and deliberate avoidance of
stereotypes makes this a useful book to help
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Bear with Me

Flip, Flop, to the Beach We Go

by David Michael Slater, illustrated by Davilyn
Lynch
Clavis • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781605376080 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & SelfReliance

by Ellen DeLange, illustrated by Anna Lindsten
Clavis • On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781605377162 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship

A familiar story about first-day-of-school fears
and the kind of friendship that helps you
overcome them. For children ages 4 years and
up. It's the first day of school and Max is terrified!
But he's sure that Mr. Kalamazoo, his stuffed bear,
will protect him. Only . . . not so much. Things get
totally wild! Luckily, just when it looks like the day
will be a complete disaster, a mysterious
classmate opens her backpack (...)

A sweet story in rhyme about enjoying a day at
the sea. For little starfish and other water rats
ages 4 years and up. The sun is shining, cheerful,
and bright. It tickles me awake with its happy light.
Do you know where we're going today? To the
sea! Little doggy, will you come with me (...)

A Special Treat

The Big Bird Search Book

by Ellen DeLange, illustrated by Monty Lee
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781605377186 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Counting

by Erik Bemmel
Clavis • On Sale: May 6/22
9781605377421 • $27.95 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Birds

A funny counting book in rhyme about
cooperation and sharing. For sweet little
mouse friends ages 2.5 years and up.1 mouse
wants everyone to have a special treat.
2 mice go to the market to buy some seed.
3 mice are digging lots of tiny holes.
What are they up to (...)

A colorful seek-and-find book about the nature
around us. For bird lovers ages 5 years and up.
Nature is more fun when you know more about it!
In this book, you'll discover over a hundred birds
from around the world. Are you good at playing I
spy? Then you'll have a blast with this book (...)

Hop at Swimming Class

Little White Fish and the Strange Thing

by Esther Berg
Clavis • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781605377346 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Frogs & Toads

by Guido Genechten
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 29/22
9781605377582 • $17.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Fishes
Little White Fish

A silly and vibrant book about a little frog who
finds his own way at swimming class. For little
swimmers ages 4 years and up.Splash! Mommy
wants all her little frogs to take swimming lessons.
Floating, backstroke, treading water . . . Hop tries
his best, but often makes a mess of things. One
day, he surprises even himself (...)

Internationally bestselling series Little White
Fish, from author & illustrator Guido Van
Genechten, has sold over 600,000 copies!One
morning Little White Fish discovers something
extraordinary. It smells strange, it feels strange,
and it doesn't taste very good . . . Together with his
friends, Little White Fish tries to figure out what this
strange thing is. A story with activities that
stimulate the senses. For curious little fish ages
2.5 years and up (...)
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How Many?

Poppy's Own Spot

by Guido Genechten
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781605377469 • $17.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Counting

by Guido Genechten
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 8/22
9781605377353 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Nature & The Natural World

A sweet and cozy cuddle book that also
teaches how to count to ten. For toddlers ages
2 years and up. There are those who have their
hands full with one stuffed toy. Others have no less
than ten. No matter how many you have, cuddles
are wonderful (...)

span lang="EN-US"> <span lang="EN-US">A
poetical story about living in harmony with
nature. For little observers ages 4 years and
up.

<span lang="EN-US">One day, the sun tells a little
poppy that it's time to bud. The little poppy soon
learns that everything belongs together. The sun,
moon, stars, earth, rain, bees, butterflies, and
flowers all need each other (...)

Little Kangaroo

Mila and Her Friends

by Guido Genechten
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781605377537 • $17.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Social / New Experience

by Judith Koppens, illustrated by Anouk Nijs
Clavis • On Sale: Aug 5/22
9781605377445 • $20.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship
Mila

Bestselling title is now a board book!This is a
good option to help young and older children
with separation anxiety." - School Library
Journal

An endearing and simple story about having
fun with your friends. For toddlers ages 30
months and up, with a focus on the child's
emotions. Mila is at Daddy's today. Sam and Liza,
her new friends, come over to play. They pretend
they're monsters. Daddy cheerfully joins in. He
gives them funny monster hair and makes
delicious monster pancakes with strawberry jam.
It's so much fun! But then Sam's and Liza's
mommies are suddenly at the door. What will they
(...)

The world is big ... Much, much bigger than Mother
Kangaroo's pouch. But Little Kangaroo would
rather stay with Mommy, where it's safer, warmer
and easier. Mom tries to show Little Kangaroo all
that life has to offer. It does no good at first, but
then...
A splendid picture book about letting go in a
loving way (...)

Bathtime and Bedtime

Eating and Playing

by Liesbet Slegers
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781605377506 • $13.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Health & Daily Living / Daily
Activities

by Liesbet Slegers
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 22/22
9781605377490 • $13.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Health & Daily Living / Daily
Activities

A cheerful book full of recognizable
illustrations of bathtime and bedtime rituals.
For toddlers ages 12 months and up, with a
focus on the child's daily life. I take a bath. I
wash myself with my washcloth, and Mom washes
my hair. I play some more, and then I wrap my
soft, warm towel around me! Next, I put on my
pajamas. I drink my bottle of milk and read my
book. I go to sleep with my sweet teddy (...)

A cheerful book showing familiar examples of
eating a meal and playing with toys. For
toddlers ages 12 months and up, with a focus
on the child's daily life. This is my chair. I put on
my bib and grab a spoon. I'm ready to eat! Then
it's time to play. I push my car, kick my ball, stack
blocks on top of each other, make music, and look
in my book. Playing is fun (...)
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On the Road

Eating, Playing, Sleeping in the Forest

by Liesbet Slegers
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781605377483 • $13.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Transportation / Cars & Trucks

by Mack Gageldonk
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 29/22
9781605377452 • $18.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Health & Daily Living / Daily
Activities
Eating, Playing, Sleeping

A delightful book of the many vehicles you
might find on the road. For toddlers ages 12
months and up, with a focus on the world
surrounding the child. This is my car. I also ride
the bus. There are many other vehicles: like the
truck, garbage truck, and tank truck. The
ambulance, police van, and fire truck are
especially helpful! There are also work vehicles
such as the tractor, bulldozer, excavator, and
crane truck (...)

A cheerful book full of fun quests about
animals eating, playing, and sleeping in the
woods. For toddlers ages 30 months and up,
with a focus on the world around the child.In
the forest live all kinds of cute animals. They feast
on nuts and berries, play hide-and-seek, or lie
sound asleep on a bed of twigs and leaves. Can
you see the eating hedgehog, the playing
squirrels, and the sleeping owl? And where's
Rabbit (...)

Doggie

Little Tractor Is Brave

by Nancy Armo
Clavis • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781605376059 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Pets

by Natalie Quintart, illustrated by Philippe
Goossens
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781605377384 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Emotions & Feelings
Little Tractor

A heartwarming book about expectations,
surprises, and a cat named Doggie. For animal
lovers ages 4 years and up. A little boy wants a
dog and is surprised when a cat comes to live at
his house. Can this cat play fetch? NO! Can this
cat do tricks? NO! Can this cat replace a dog?
MAYBE. Maybe this cat is just what a little boy
needs (...)

The House of Lily and Milo

A familiar book in which Little Tractor
overcomes his fear to help his friends. For
brave readers ages 4 years and up.Little Tractor
drove down the hill with Daddy, but he slipped in
the mud. Now Little Tractor is scared and doesn't
want to leave the barn when it rains. But then Lili
says there's an emergency (...)

Luke and Lottie and Their Vegetable
Garden

by Pauline Oud
Clavis • On Sale: Jul 29/22
9781605377513 • $20.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Health & Daily Living / Daily
Activities
Lily and Milo

by Ruth Wielockx
Clavis • On Sale: Apr 8/22
9781605377360 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Nature & The Natural World
Luke and Lottie

These suggested general purchases for all
libraries are well designed for language
development and early reading." - School
Library Journal"The thick, durable pages make
this perfect for multiple readings and page
turnings for the youngest listeners." - Kirkus
Reviews"Bright colors, repetition of objects,
and rounded corners and heavy pages make
these books perfect for babies and toddlers" Kiwi Magazine Lily and Milo packed all their
things. They're going to move! Lily and Milo's new
house has a bedroom, a bathroom (...)
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A cheerful and familiar picture book about
vegetable gardening. For readers with a green
thumb ages 3 years and up. Luke and Lottie are
gardening! They rake the dirt, put little plants in the
ground, and sow radishes. Luke even plants a
candy for fun. But waiting for things to grow is hard
(...)
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Learning with Skip. Colors

Groundglass

by Sam Loman
Clavis • On Sale: Aug 5/22
9781605377520 • $20.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Colors
Skip

by Kathryn Savage
Coffee House Press • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781566896405 • $22.95 • pb
Family & Relationships / Death, Grief,
Bereavement

A cheerful and warm book in which Skip learns
about various colors. For toddlers ages 30
months and up, with a focus on the child's
language development. Skip gets to help
Grandpa in the garden. He wears a yellow
raincoat, feeds the robins with the red bellies,
paints the garden house blue, turns his mouth
purple with blueberries, sees orange butterflies
with green dots, and picks a beautiful bunch of
flowers in all the colors of the rainbow (...)

Could there be something humbling and
revolutionary in understanding myself as a site
of contamination?"
Groundglass takes shape atop a polluted aquifer
in Minnesota, beside trains that haul fracked crude
oil, as Kathryn Savage confronts the
transgressions of US Superfund sites and
brownfields against land, groundwater,
neighborhoods, and people. Drawing on her own
experiences growing up on the fence lines of
industry and the parallel realities of raising a young
son while grieving a father dying of a cancer with

Nibbling Your Nails

Feed the Animals

by Paula MerlAn, illustrated by Brenda Figueroa,
translated by John Brokenbrow
Cuento de Luz • On Sale: May 11/22
9788418302367 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Health & Medicine

by Bernd Penners, illustrated by Henning Lohlein
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643103 • $17.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play

Nibbling Your Nails is a sunny, imaginative
story that will make the little ones understand,
in a fun way, the importance of developing
good habits.

In this latest from the bestselling All Better team,
the five animal friends are hungry, and young
readers help by "feeding the animals." There are
six "puzzle" (food) pieces, and these are sealed in
the blister pack with a sticker, for making sure no
animal ever goes hungry (...)

Sara is an expert in nail-biting. She practices many
times during the day: when she waters the plants,
when she looks at the stars with her giant
telescope, even when she's in math class!
Sometimes she puts so much effort into itthat she
bites her finger! However, no matter how much she
hurts herself (...)

Marie Curious, Girl Genius Rescues a
Rock Star

Marie Curious, Girl Genius Undercover
Gamer

by Chris Edison
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643530 • $7.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship
Marie Curious, Girl Genius

by Chris Edison
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684644025 • $7.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship
Marie Curious, Girl Genius

12-year-old Marie can’t believe her luck. She spent
the summer in the most exclusive science summer
camp in the US where she built a robot, made
three of the best friends ever and saved the world
from complete destruction! Now she’s traveling the
world with her mentor, tech genius Sterling Vance,
starting with a huge tech fair in London. But
disaster strikes when the tech fair’s rock star
headliner is kidnapped, and Marie is made suspect
number one (...)

When Marie’s tech-genius mentor Sterling Vance
invests in an eSports tournament, 12-year-old
Marie and her three best friends get the chance to
compete and travel to China for the tournament.
But when they arrive, they soon discover that one
of the teams is cheating -- and everyone is in a
bad mood. As the friends work hard to win their
games, they soon find themselves acting strangely
too ... and as the championship match
approaches, it becomes increasingly clear (...)
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Marie Curious, Girl Genuis Saves the
World

Find Your Happy
by Emily Coxhead, illustrated by Emily Coxhead
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684644490 • $20.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Emotions & Feelings

by Chris Edison
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643523 • $7.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship
Marie Curious, Girl Genius

LEAD

In book one, young inventor Marie can't believe
her luck when she earns a place at a high-tech
summer camp in California owned by tech guru
and multi-millionaire Sterling Vance. It’s nothing
short of a dream come true. She and the other
super-clever campers get to build robots, do
supercool science experiments and test out
awesome gadgets. But not everyone is a happy
camper . . . Someone is sabotaging their robots, so
Marie and her new friends team up (...)

This is Emily Coxhead's first picture book for
children; it explores a wide range of feelings and
emotions letting the young reader know that each
and every one of these are valid and OK, and tips
on how you can seek out your happy place and
good feelings when you need them! It is bright,
stylish, uplifting and fun (...)

Cluck Cluck Duck

Tractor Tractor

illustrated by Rachael Saunders
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643943 • $13.50 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Ducks, Geese, Etc.
The Funny Farm

illustrated by Rachael Saunders
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643950 • $13.50 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Transportation
The Funny Farm

Did you know that farmers sometimes put duck
eggs under broody hens to hatch them? The
duckling and hen fall in love and it’s as natural as
natural can be ... until the duckling starts
swimming! Cluck Cluck Duck is the first of two
novelty flap books about the humorous goings-on
at the Funny Farm. Each book has a warm-hearted
story, underpinned by an early learning concept, all
gloriously illustrated by Rachael Saunders (...)

Tractor Tractor, the lift-the-flap companion to Cluck
Cluck Duck, is a story of opposites, and how they
can sometimes make a great team – and the very
best of friends (...)

Working with Buildings and Structures

Working with Energy

by Izzi Howell, illustrated by Diego Vaisberg
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643288 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / How Things
Work
Kid Engineer

by Izzi Howell, illustrated by Diego Vaisberg
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643301 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / How Things
Work
Kid Engineer

Take a closer look at the different engineering
fields and skills needed for our world to function.
Take a closer look at the engineering behind the
buildings and structures that surround us. Discover
how engineers balance forces so that buildings
don’t collapse, different types of bridge, and the
engineering secrets of famous landmarks. You're
the engineer (...)

Take a closer look at the different engineering
fields and skills needed for our world to function.
Energy powers everything in the world around us.
But where does this energy come from? Discover
the machines that engineers have created to
convert energy into electricity, different types of
electrical circuits, and how engineers design
buildings to make them more energy-efficient.
You're the engineer (...)
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Freefall

Full Speed

by Jacqueline Harvey
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684644254 • $9.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Thrillers & Suspense
Kensy and Max

by Jacqueline Harvey
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684644261 • $9.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Thrillers & Suspense
Kensy and Max

Back at Alexandria, with their friend Curtis Pepper
visiting, Kensy and Max are enjoying the school
break. Especially when Granny Cordelia surprises
them with a trip to New York! It's meant to be a
family vacation, but the twins soon realize there's
more to this trip than meets the eye. The chase to
capture Dash Chalmers is on and when there’s
another dangerous criminal on the loose, the twins
find themselves embroiled in a most unusual case.
They’ll need all (...)

What do you do when your instincts and
obligations pull you in opposite directions? When
there are multiple leads, which one do you follow?
After a school field trip goes horribly wrong, Kensy
and Max are left with a sneaking suspicion that the
incident was no accident. But there’s no time for
investigation as the twins are whisked away to
Switzerland on a fully sanctioned Pharos mission.
Upon landing in Zermatt, Kensy and Max are
tasked with infiltrating the Van (...)

Take Down

What's a Loop?: A Tree House Adventure!

by Jacqueline Harvey
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684644278 • $9.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Thrillers & Suspense
Kensy and Max

by Kaitlyn Siu, illustrated by Marcelo Badari
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643370 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming
First Steps in Coding

How do you pretend everything is fine when those
that you love are in danger? When people you
once trusted are now deemed a threat? After
winning the National STEM Championships,
Kensy, Max and a team of students from Central
London Free School are ready to compete for the
international trophy in Singapore. But when
Granny Cordelia is poisoned, the twins no longer
feel like celebrating. They still have a duty to their
team though, and everyone seems to think (...)

This series provides a complete introduction to
essential coding skills. Key coding concepts are
explained through fun robot adventure stories.
Written by a qualified coding educator and
neuroscience expert (...)

What's a Variable?: A Story Time
Adventure!

What's an Algorithm?: A Splash Park
Adventure!

by Kaitlyn Siu, illustrated by Marcelo Badari
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643394 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming
First Steps in Coding

by Kaitlyn Siu, illustrated by Marcelo Badari
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643349 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming
First Steps in Coding

This series provides a complete introduction to
essential coding skills. Key coding concepts are
explained through fun robot adventure stories.
Written by a qualified coding educator and
neuroscience expert (...)

This series provides a complete introduction to
essential coding skills. Key coding concepts are
explained through fun robot adventure stories.
Written by a qualified coding educator and
neuroscience expert (...)
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What's Branching?: A Birthday
Adventure!

What's Decomposition?: A Rock-and-Roll
Adventure!

by Kaitlyn Siu, illustrated by Marcelo Badari
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643356 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming
First Steps in Coding

by Kaitlyn Siu, illustrated by Marcelo Badari
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643363 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming
First Steps in Coding

This series provides a complete introduction to
essential coding skills. Key coding concepts are
explained through fun robot adventure stories.
Written by a qualified coding educator and
neuroscience expert (...)

This series provides a complete introduction to
essential coding skills. Key coding concepts are
explained through fun robot adventure stories.
Written by a qualified coding educator and
neuroscience expert (...)

What's Sequencing?: A School Day
Adventure!

Scurvy Dogs vs Moby Catfish
by Kevin Frank, illustrated by Kevin Frank
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643561 • $7.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels /
Humorous
Scurvy Dogs

by Kaitlyn Siu, illustrated by Marcelo Badari
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643387 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Computers / Programming
First Steps in Coding
This series provides a complete introduction to
essential coding skills. Key coding concepts are
explained through fun robot adventure stories.
Written by a qualified coding educator and
neuroscience expert (...)

Scurvy Dogs is a fully illustrated first graphic novel
for kids who like silly books! It’s a swashbuckling
journey like no other. In the third book in this
graphic novel series, our intrepid adventurers take
on snow, ice, and the infamous Moby Catfish,
terror of the high seas. Will the pirate pooches
prevail (...)

Farm

Ocean

by Nastja Holtfreter, illustrated by Nastja Holtfreter
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643981 • $9.50 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Farm Animals
My Colorful Quiz

by Nastja Holtfreter, illustrated by Nastja Holtfreter
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643967 • $9.50 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Marine Life
My Colorful Quiz

These four first quiz books by Colorful World
creator Nastja Holtfreter offer age-appropriate
information on four popular habitats. Pointing,
guessing, and getting it right! All milestones are
achieved, in this colorful series for budding
naturalists (...)

These four first quiz books by Colorful World
creator Nastja Holtfreter offer age-appropriate
information on four popular habitats. Pointing,
guessing, and getting it right! All milestones are
achieved, in this colorful series for budding
naturalists (...)
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Forest

Meadow

by Nastja Holtfreter, illustrated by Nastja Holtfreter
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643974 • $9.50 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Deer, Moose & Caribou
My Colorful Quiz

by Nastja Holtfreter, illustrated by Nastja Holtfreter
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643998 • $9.50 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Butterflies, Moths &
Caterpillars
My Colorful Quiz

These four first quiz books by Colorful World
creator Nastja Holtfreter offer age-appropriate
information on four popular habitats. Pointing,
guessing, and getting it right! All milestones are
achieved, in this colorful series for budding
naturalists (...)

These four first quiz books by Colorful World
creator Nastja Holtfreter offer age-appropriate
information on four popular habitats. Pointing,
guessing, and getting it right! All milestones are
achieved, in this colorful series for budding
naturalists (...)

Billie B. Brown Book and Puzzle Set

The Lost Reindeer

by Sally Rippin, illustrated by Aki Fukuoka
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643905 • $20.50 • book and item
Juvenile Fiction / Social / New Experience
Billie B. Brown

by Sally Rippin, illustrated by Stephanie Spartels
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643097 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas
Hey Jack!

The Billie B. Brown books look like big-girl books,
but they are about a little girl, finding her way. The
art is contemporary, the content is timeless, and
they’re perfect for beginning readers, with word art
or illustration on every second page and no more
than 50 words per page. Billie B. Brown is a role
model to be proud of: she’s 100% herself, stands
up for what she believes in, protects her friends
and does it all in (...)

Hey Jack! is full of down-to-earth, realistic stories,
with word art or illustration on every second page
and no more than 50 words per page. Jack’s
enormous imagination injects the series with fun
and humor, and the books are carefully typeset to
provide reading breaks. Jack and Billie are going
to see Carols by Candlelight! They can’t wait to
hear their favorite singer. But what happens when
Jack gets lost (...)

The Other Teacher

The Party Invite

by Sally Rippin, illustrated by Stephanie Spartels
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643073 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / School & Education
Hey Jack!

by Sally Rippin, illustrated by Stephanie Spartels
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643080 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship
Hey Jack!

Hey Jack! is full of down-to-earth, realistic stories,
with word art or illustration on every second page
and no more than 50 words per page. Jack’s
enormous imagination injects the series with fun
and humor, and the books are carefully typeset to
provide reading breaks. Jack’s class has a new
teacher. All they do with her is sing songs and play
outside. How will they ever learn anything (...)

Hey Jack! is full of down-to-earth, realistic stories,
with word art or illustration on every second page
and no more than 50 words per page. Jack’s
enormous imagination injects the series with fun
and humor, and the books are carefully typeset to
provide reading breaks. Jack’s friend Rebecca is
having a birthday party, but Jack’s not invited!
Does this mean they’re not friends anymore (...)
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Working with Computers and Robotics

Working with Machines

by Sonya Newland, illustrated by Diego Vaisberg
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643295 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / How Things
Work
Kid Engineer

by Sonya Newland, illustrated by Diego Vaisberg
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643318 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / How Things
Work
Kid Engineer

Take a closer look at the different engineering
fields and skills needed for our world to function.
Our world is in the middle of a computer and
robotics revolution! These amazing machines are
all around us, helping humans do everything from
sending a text message to flying a plane. Learn
how hardware and software work, and discover
how engineers are creating robots to help us out
on Earth – and in space. You're the engineer (...)

Take a closer look at the different engineering
fields and skills needed for our world to function.
Where would we be without machines?
Mechanical engineers design all sorts of complex
machines to make our lives easier, but behind
every ingenious invention are six simple machines
that make all the others possible – levers, pulleys,
wheels, planes, wedges and screws. Find out how
they all work, and how engineers put them to use
in extraordinary ways. You're the engineer (...)

Working with Materials

Working with Transport

by Sonya Newland, illustrated by Diego Vaisberg
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643325 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / How Things
Work
Kid Engineer

by Sonya Newland, illustrated by Diego Vaisberg
EDC Publishing • On Sale: Jun 30/22
9781684643332 • $6.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / How Things
Work
Kid Engineer

Take a closer look at the different engineering
fields and skills needed for our world to function.
Whatever engineers are designing and building,
they have to think carefully about what it should be
made of: wood or glass, plastic or metal, fabric or
ceramic? Find out what properties help engineers
make these choices and how materials are mined
or made. Discover what amazing materials
engineers are inventing to meet new needs – now
and in the future. You're the engineer (...)

Take a closer look at the different engineering
fields and skills needed for our world to function.
Humans wouldn’t get very far without cars, buses,
boats, trains, and planes. But who designs and
builds all these amazing machines – and how?
Discover the many ways in which transportation
and aerospace engineers keep us on the move,
and find out where the future might take us thanks
to cutting-edge ideas such as smart roads and
space tourism. You're the engineer (...)

Supposing...

The Amazing and True Story of Tooth
Mouse Perez

by Alastair Reid, illustrated by JooHee Yoon
Enchanted Lion Books • On Sale: Sep 2/22
9781592703760 • $25.95 • CL - hardcover picture
book
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play

LEAD

Follow unexpected possibilities on fanciful and
humorous journeys, powered by the
limitlessness of the imagination and the
openness of the human spirit.

SUPPOSING I looked in the mirror one day and
saw someone who wasn't me at
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by Ana Cristina Herreros, illustrated by Violeta
Lopiz, translated by Sara Lissa Paulson
Enchanted Lion Books • On Sale: Sep 9/22
9781592703593 • $23.95 • CL - Hardcover with
jacket picture book
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales & Folklore / Single
Title

Long ago, throughout the Spanish-speaking world,
the Tooth Mouse brought children their permanent
teeth, strong and straight as a mouse's. Tracing
the Tooth Mouse's beginnings through to his
descendants, this book artfully weaves the Tooth
Mouse's changing habits as the world
industrializes, with the growing independence of
the child, as teeth fall out and the child learns to
care for itself. It's also a playful, thought-provoking
history of our changing world-as even tooth mice
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Where Is Everybody?

Sato the Rabbit, A Sea of Tea

by Created by Remy Charlip
Enchanted Lion Books • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781592702831 • $24.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Interactive Adventures

by Created by Yuki Ainoya
Enchanted Lion Books • On Sale: May 13/22
9781592703555 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play
Sato the Rabbit

Here, the book is a character in the story itself. The
story fills the pages and the filling of the pages is
also the story: To tell is to make the world.

The winsome Sato continues his magical
adventures, traversing snowy landscapes and
crossing a sea made of tea. Yet, no matter
where he ventures, his participation in the
natural world, and the magic that he finds
within the ordinary, infuse each new day with
possibility.

Created by the prolific and visionary Remy
Charlip, this singular picture book begins with
an empty scene, asking Where is everybody?"
Gradually, Charlip introduces landscape and
characters from the ground up, showing young
readers that to tell a story is to build a world.

In this third installment of the whimsical series
originally published in Japan, the titular Sato
continues his adventures, exploring both
expansive landscapes-snowy fields, forests,
oceans made of tea-and tiny microcosms of

Artist, writer, illustrator, director (...)

A Kunwinjku Counting Book

Telling Stories Wrong

by Gabriel Maralngurra
Enchanted Lion Books • On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781592703562 • $27.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / People & Places / Australia &
Oceania

by Gianni Rodari, illustrated by Beatrice Alemagna
Enchanted Lion Books • On Sale: Jul 1/22
9781592703609 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales & Folklore /
Adaptations

One crocodile with many sharp teeth, two
snake-necked turtles swimming in a billabong,
three water goannas soaking up the sun...
Learn to count with the animals of Australia's
West Arnhem Land and the traditional art of
indigenous Kunwinjku culture.

Once upon a time, there was a little girl called Little
Yellow Riding Hood-" "Not yellow! It's Red Riding
Hood!" So begins the story of a grandpa playfully
recounting the well-known fairytale-or his version,
at least-to his granddaughter. Try as she might to
get him back on track, Grandpa keeps on adding
things to the mix, both outlandish and mundane!
The end result is an unpredictable tale that comes
alive as it's being told, born out of (...)

LEAD

One, two, three. Nakudji, bokenh, danjbik.
Accompanied by illustrations drawing on traditional
Kunwinjku art, each of the twelve entries of this
counting book showcases a different animal of
West Arnhem Land, Australia. From crocodiles and

Bedtime for Bo

Book of Questions

by Kjersti Annesdatter Skomsvold, illustrated by
Mari Kanstad Johnsen, translated by Kari Dickson
Enchanted Lion Books • On Sale: Jul 29/22
9781592703746 • $27.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Bedtime & Dreams

by Pablo Neruda, illustrated by Paloma Valdivia,
translated by Sara Lissa Paulson
Enchanted Lion Books • On Sale: May 6/22
9781592703227 • $31.95 • CL - Hardcover
illustrated book
Juvenile Fic / Poetry (See Also Stories In Verse)

Stretch like a giraffe and snuggle like a meerkat
with Bo and Mommy as they get ready for bed

It's time for bed, but little Bo isn't ready to stop
playing quite yet! As his mother gamely guides him
through his nighttime routine, he imitates various
animals-a hibernating bear after eating a snack, a
snuggling sea otter when taking a bath, a coiled
python while curling up under the covers... Mommy
joins in on the fun and keeps one (...)

LEAD
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Where is the center of the sea? Why do the
waves never break there? A book containing
unanswerable, fantastical questions, inviting
us to be curious, while simultaneously
embracing what we cannot know.

This bilingual Spanish-English edition is the first
illustrated selection of questions, 70 in all, from
Pablo Neruda's original poem (320 questions) The
Book of Questions .
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What Dwells in the Deep

Ghosts are People Too

by Kelly Ward-Wills, illustrated by Steven James
Eye of Newt Books • On Sale: Jun 7/22
9781777081799 • $12.95 • BH - board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Marine Life
YIKES!

by Peter Ricq, illustrated by Peter Ricq
Eye of Newt Books • On Sale: Aug 9/22
9781777791803 • $20.95 • CL - casebound,
picturebook
Juvenile Fic / Ghost Stories
YIKES!

Board Book
Picturebook, Pointillism 2-tone art
In the deepest depths there live the most
mysterious creatures on earth. Some make light by
themselves, some are toothless, and some have
more limbs than this book has pages! This book
brings these rarely seen creatures to full-colour life
for little eyes and little hands so that deep-sea
exploration can begin at even the earliest age.

LEAD

Oh, hello spooky living person.
Welcome to my book which educates the living on
what it's like to be a ghost and why we shouldn't be
afraid of one another.
In his debut publication, Peter Ricq introduces us
to Ethan Alby, a ghost who lives among us
"spooky living people" and who genuinely wants to
be friends. Charming and tongue-in-cheek text is
paired with pointillism art giving the book a film noir
meets (...)

Full of short, simple facts that will inform and
delight babies, kids, and even parents! From the
vampire squid (...)

Monkey Bedtime

Indiana Bones and the Lost Library

by Alex English, illustrated by Pauline Gregory
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9780571352777 • $13.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Apes & Monkeys

by Harry Heape, illustrated by Rebecca Bagley
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Aug 9/22
9780571353521 • $13.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure
Indiana Bones

A cheeky, funny book about monkeying around at
bedtime - with actual monkeys!

Indiana Bones is back for a second dogtastic
detective escapade!

Suddenly I heard an EEK, a TAP TAP on the
pane.
A tiny little monkey face was peering through the
rain.
I'm sure my mom won't mind, I thought. He's
really very small.
One tiny pygmy marmoset could do no harm at
all. . .

Indiana Bones is back for a second dogtastic
detective escapade!

LEAD

Once again he and his bestest friend, Aisha, have
to gather their wits, courage and plenty of snacks
to sniff out
clues and solve a twisty mystery.

When a little boy lets a monkey in through his

On the hunt for the Avenger's lost treasure, the
intrepid travellers set off on another trek, this time
to the Temple of Diana at Ephesus. But nothing is

Punk Rocker Poodle

The Robber Raccoon

by Laura Dockrill, illustrated by Sandhya Prabhat
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9780571335091 • $13.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories

by Lou Kuenzler, illustrated by Julia Woolf
Faber & Faber • On Sale: Jul 26/22
9780571361823 • $13.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / General

This punk rocker poodle is full of attitude modelled on the average terrible toddler!

From the team behind the bestselling Not Yet,
Zebra comes this cheeky and characterful book
about upcycling.

No school.
No THANKS.
No. NO. NO!

LEAD

Laura Dockrill's inimitable style of poetic rap is
brilliantly suited to this romp through the house and
round and round the playgroup, as one little poodle
demonstrates what fun it is to stomp and stamp
and pout . . . that is until naptime, when all she
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Rosie Raccoon is up to no good,
out and about in a grand neighbourhood . . .
But she needs to watch out. The police are after
her, and it's not long before she's feeling the furry
arm of the law . . .
An exquisitely illustrated nighttime adventure
starring an adorable and mischievous raccoon.
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Yes You Can, Cow

The Wildwood Elves

by Rashmi Sirdeshpande, illustrated by Rikin
Parekh
Faber & Faber • On Sale: May 10/22
9780571359660 • $13.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Cows

by Anne-Marie Chapouton, illustrated by Gerda
Muller
Floris Books • On Sale: May 27/22
9781782507468 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales & Folklore / Single
Title

Two showstopping talents have created a playful
and witty nursery rhyme production! Will the cow
jump over the moon?

Deep in the forest, the Wildwood elves live happily
in their little village, making pottery, chopping wood
and growing vegetables. But when a friendly
seagull makes a flying visit, they are astonished to
hear of a mysterious thing called 'the sea'... and so
begins a wonderful seaside adventure.

Yes, you can, Cow! We believe in you!
READY . . . STEADY . . . GO . . .
It's the Nursery Rhyme's big performance, but Cow
is having second thoughts. She's too scared to
jump! What if she crashes? Will everyone laugh?

Charmingly written by popular French children's
author Anne-Marie Chapouton, and full of lively
and characterful illustrations by world-renowned
artist Gerda Muller, this classic tale is available in
English for the (...)

The curtain's almost up and the audience are
waiting. Can Cow overcome her fear of failure and

Mama

The Depth of the Lake and the Height of
the Sky

by Helene Delforge, illustrated by Quentin Greban
Floris Books • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781782507710 • $27.95 • cl
Family & Relationships / Motherhood

by Jihyun Kim
Floris Books • On Sale: Apr 29/22
9781782507420 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Nature & The Natural World

A unique and emotive celebration of the different
facets of motherhood with striking portraits by an
award-winning illustrator.
LEAD

Powerful, emotive, unforgettable - Mama speaks to
all mothers in the international language of love.

LEAD

This is a stunning collection of vivid portraits and
intimate reflections on motherhood from around
the globe. Mama uniquely portrays the emotions
and experiences that unite mothers from different
times and diverse cultures.

It's summertime and a boy and his dog are leaving
behind their apartment in the busy city.His
grandparents' home in the countryside feels like a
different world. From the window, the curious boy
sees a path leading enticingly into the forest. He
can't wait to explore.
At each bend in the trail the boy discovers more
wonders of the surrounding natural world, from
towering trees to a still, silent lake. He can't resist
diving down, down into the cool water (...)

Twenty-one striking watercolour portraits and lively

Dreams of Near and Far

Jamie's Class Has Something to Say

by Martin Widmark, illustrated by Emilia Dziubak
Floris Books • On Sale: May 13/22
9781782507406 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship

by Afsaneh Moradian, illustrated by Maria Bogade
Free Spirit Publishing • On Sale: Aug 16/22
9781631985539 • $17.95 • CL - Hardback
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & SelfReliance
Jamie Is Jamie

Noah and Mia have never met. They live far, far
apart but look out upon the same sea.

Jamie and classmates learn self-advocacy skills
and help adults understand them better.

Noah is heartbroken when his old dog Gus dies.
He slips into dreams, searching for his loyal friend,
but instead finds something unexpected.
Mia has no home, only her cat Olive. So when
Olive sets off travelling, Mia follows her on an
unexpected journey.

Jamie and classmates learn self-advocacy
skills and help adults understand them better.
Jamie is excited for Family Day and all the visitors
that will be coming to the classroom. As the class
prepares, they share how they feel when adults
don't listen closely enough to what the kids want,
need, like, and don't like or when adults place
unfair, often gendered expectations on them.
Together, they (...)

Will Mia and Noah find all they've dreamed of?
Poignant and uplifting, Martin Widmark's story of
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I'm Me

You Wonder All the Time

by Cheri J. Meiners, M.Ed., illustrated by Penny
Weber
Free Spirit Publishing • On Sale: Jun 28/22
9781631986635 • $12.50 • BH - Board book
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & SelfReliance
Learning About Me & You

by Deborah Farmer Kris, illustrated by Jennifer
Zivoin
Free Spirit Publishing • On Sale: Jul 26/22
9781631986987 • $23.50 • CL - Hardback
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play
All the Time
This affirming book celebrates curiosity and the
thought-provoking questions children ask.

Affirmations for children foster confidence and a
sense of self-worth.
Affirmations for children foster confidence and
a sense of self-worth.

This affirming book celebrates curiosity and
the thought-provoking questions children ask.

I like being me. I know I matter." Filled with
affirmations for children, I'm Me can inspire
confidence in children by acknowledging and
respecting their inherent worth as human beings. "I
feel loved and important just the way I am."

Where do colors go at night, and why do shadows
creep?" You Wonder All the Time celebrates
curiosity and the thought-provoking questions
children ask and supports them as they continue to
learn.Will you stay curious as you grow? It's a
brilliant part of you!"

Sometimes When I'm Bored

You Got a Phone! (Now Read This Book)

by Deborah Serani, Psy.D., illustrated by Kyra Teis
Free Spirit Publishing • On Sale: Jun 28/22
9781631986956 • $20.50 • CL - Hardback
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play
Sometimes When

by Elizabeth Englander and Katharine Covino,
illustrated by Steve Mark
Free Spirit Publishing • On Sale: Aug 16/22
9781631986406 • $14.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Social Situations /
Adolescence
Laugh & Learn(TM)

A sensitive and supportive story to help children
learn practical strategies for coping with boredom
and loneliness.

Kids learn about the super awesome powers of
their phones-and how to use them safely.

A sensitive and supportive story to help
children learn practical strategies for coping
with boredom and loneliness.

Kids learn about the super awesome powers of
their phones-and how to use them safely.

Momma, I'm bored." Sometimes When I'm Bored
addresses a common complaint from children:
boredom and loneliness. Along with the main
character, children learn how to recognize
boredom and see the opportunities it might
present. "Well, what a wonderful thing to be! When

Phones are super fun, really convenient, and
amazingly useful tools! But when kids and
smartphones are together, problems can pop up.
You Got a Phone! (Now Read This Book) offers
fun and straight-to-the-point advice for kids who
have phones and parents who want to keep (...)

The Gifted Teen Survival Guide

Create an Emotion-Rich Classroom

by Judy Galbraith
Free Spirit Publishing • On Sale: May 31/22
9781631986789 • $23.50 • pb
YA NonFic / Social Topics / Special Needs

by Lindsay N. Giroux
Free Spirit Publishing • On Sale: Aug 30/22
9781631986567 • $47.50 • pb
Education / Behavioral Management
Free Spirit Professional(TM)

Meet the social, emotional, and educational needs
of gifted students with the fifth edition of this
classic bestseller.

Strategies and activity ideas to support emotional
development in young children.

Meet the social, emotional, and educational
needs of gifted students with the fifth edition of
this classic bestseller.
Support the social, emotional, and educational
needs of gifted students with the fifth edition of
The Gifted Teen Survival Guide, a one-of-a-kind
book full of sage advice to help teens understand
themselves, relate well with others, and reach their
potential in (...)
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Strategies and activity ideas to support
emotional development in children.
What is an emotion-rich classroom? Similar to how
a print-rich environment exposes children to a
variety of printed materials, an emotion-rich one
intentionally surrounds children with a wide range
of social emotional learning experiences and
supportive interactions. Create an Emotion-Rich
Classroom provides frameworks for planning and
implementing strategies to support emotional
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We Accept No

Simple Acts

by Lydia Bowers, illustrated by Isabel Munoz
Free Spirit Publishing • On Sale: Aug 16/22
9781631987038 • $21.95 • CL - Hardback
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Sexual Abuse
We Say What's Okay Series

by Natalie Silverstein
Free Spirit Publishing • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781631986260 • $21.95 • pb

A story about accepting no for an answer and how
to handle the feeling of rejection.

Simple and actionable tools to help busy young
people make a difference in the world.
Simple and actionable tools to help busy
young people make a difference in the world.

A story about accepting no for an answer and
how to handle the feeling of rejection.
Accepting no for an answer is a key foundation of
consent. We Accept No builds children's social and
emotional skills and helps teach them how to ask
for permission, how to respect no, and how to
handle rejection.

Social-media-savvy kids and teens are moving the
needle on difficult social justice issues like gun
control, climate change, and LGBTQ rights. No
matter how busy they are, young people can make
a difference in the world. Simple Acts shows them
how, with easy and practical resources and tools
(...)

The fourth book in the We Say What's Okay series
(...)

LEAD

Peanut Butter And Chaos

The Backbone of Night

by Anita Daher
Great Plains Publications • On Sale: Apr 1/22
9781773370774 • $12.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Mysteries & Detective Stories
The Peanut Butter and Chaos Series

by GMB Chomichuk
Great Plains Publications • On Sale: May 21/22
9781773370798 • $14.95 • pb
YA Fic / Comics & Graphic Novels / Dystopian
The Automatic Age

When twelve-year-old Sam is struck by a bolt of
lightning out of a clear blue sky, he suddenly sees
everything in pixels. His life is further upended by
Flum, a non-binary being from a parallel world, a
missing neighbour, and astonishing powers that
may not last long. Science and magic collide as
Sam races to solve a mystery and help Flum return
home. But what happens when solving one
mystery sparks another?
Peanut Butter and Chaos is (...)

There may be nowhere to go during the Automatic
Age. The autovolts have swept the earth clean of
most of its human inhabitants and Kerion fears that
his son will grow up a lonely anomaly on an earth
free of people.
Time is running out for Kerion: the prosthetics that
keep him alive are breaking down. What will
happen if his son Barry must grow up alone? A
group of survivors calling themselves The Last
People are Kerion’s last hope (...)

Chasing Baby

A Warbler's Journey

by Morwenna Trevenen
Great Plains Publications • On Sale: May 15/22
9781773370750 • $24.95 • pb
Family & Relationships / Infertility

by Scott Weidensaul, illustrated by Nancy Lane
Gryphon Press, The • On Sale: May 20/22
9780940719477 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Birds

Grow up, get a job, find a partner, have a family,
live the dream. This was always the plan...with
some deviations along the way. Using sarcasm
and vulnerability, Morwenna speaks about growing
up, finding love, and then struggling when the rest
of “the plan” isn’t meant to be. This is the raw &
real story of one couple’s rollercoaster ride as they
discover infertility, try various treatments, suffer an
adoption reversal, and learn to make new plans
and find the (...)

Â·
With poetic language and lush oil paintings,
children will cheer on the tiny but mighty
yellow warbler as she makes her perilous
migration journey from the tropics of Central
America to the Canadian tundra.
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Â·
The warbler is helped along the way by three
different children and families: a Nicaraguan family
whose traditional shade coffee farm sustains
migrant birds, an African-American family that
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You're My Little Legend

You're Out of This World

by Bay Clarkson, illustrated by Gillian Reid
Hazy Dell Press • On Sale: May 27/22
9781948931304 • $19.50 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Family / Parents
Hazy Dell Love & Nurture Books

by Bay Clarkson, illustrated by Katie Cottle
Hazy Dell Press • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781948931311 • $18.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Family / Parents
Hazy Dell Love & Nurture Books

Even if you're Bigfoot, the strength of a
parent's love is as legendary as it gets.
Join an adult Sasquatch as they praise their child
as an extraordinary, mythical, and nearly
unbelievable creature. Set in the magical woods of
the Pacific Northwest, You're My Little Legend
helps your child feel as incredible and beloved as
one of the world's most celebrated cryptids (...)

Let your child know the truth is out there-And
the truth is, you love them!
Follow an adult grey alien as they praise their child
as a galactically special and stellar little being in
You're Out of This World, a rollicking board book
featuring a constellation of fun outer space puns
and references to UFO and alien folklore.You'll
soar through 20 pages of beautiful, exciting UFO
landmarks and cosmic set pieces in this rhyming
homage to extraterrestrial mythology, including (...)

Mothman Baby!

Nessie Baby!

by Elias Barks, illustrated by Zoe Persico
Hazy Dell Press • On Sale: May 27/22
9781948931281 • $12.50 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Monsters
Hazy Dell Flap Book

by Elias Barks, illustrated by Zoe Persico
Hazy Dell Press • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9781948931298 • $11.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Monsters
Hazy Dell Flap Book

Open the flaps to follow Mothman Baby over
the course of a delightfully paranormal evening
in Point Pleasant, West Virginia, 1967.
Mothman Baby! is jam-packed with fun period
details and characters celebrating the area's
famous flap of Mothman and UFO sightings in the
1960s, with appearances by the Men in Black, grey
aliens, and mysterious lights in the sky.Young
readers and pre-readers will discover the details of
this nonthreatening supernatural world alongside
their Mothman Baby avatar, as every (...)

Open the flaps to follow Nessie Baby over the
course of a fun-filled day in a fantastical
imagining of Scotland's Loch Ness.
Nessie Baby! is swimming with fun references to
the world's most famous cryptid along with
Scotland's lesser known but no less amazing
mythic creatures, including selkies, kelpies, and
the mythical white stag. Young readers and prereaders will discover the details of this beautiful
world alongside their Nessie Baby avatar, as every
spread features a flap revealing (...)

Travelers

The Woman in the Woods and Other
North American Stories

by Brett Riley
Imbrifex Books • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781945501760 • $20.95 • pb
YA Fic / Superheroes
Freaks

edited by Kate Ashwin
Iron Circus Comics • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781945820977 • $20.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels/Fairy
Tal
Cautionary Fables and Fairytales

Falling in love. Evading the authorities.
Chasing the rabbits.

Enjoyable for reading aloud or sharing around
a campfire." - KIRKUS
Now high school sophomores, the self-styled
'Freaks' are back in class in quiet Quapaw City,
Arkansas. They grapple with the ordinary
challenges of everyday teen life: cliques, cars, and
crushes. While everything appears normal on the
surface, looks have rarely been more deceiving. A
secret government task force-fully aware of the
unusual powers the Freaks have acquired-is
determined to capture them. Even as the
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'Be careful of what you accept from spirits.'
Loup Garrou, trickster rabbits, and spirits with
names that can't be spoken - the plains and forests
of North America are alive with characters like
these, all waiting to meet you in this collection of
folklore retold in comics!
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Letters to Ammi

The Homework

by Aftab Yusuf Shaikh
Karadi Tales Company • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9788193388938 • $19.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / Asia
The City Series

by Ashwin Guha, illustrated by Vaibhav Kumaresh
Karadi Tales Company • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9788194407126 • $16.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories

A young girl traces her mother's journey through
the city of Delhi, writing letters to her along the
way. Every monument holds a memory; every
letter tells a story. Letters to Ammi by Aftab Yusuf
Shaikh, with stunning photographs by Adrija ghosh
and Soumitra Ranade, is a celebration of timeless
human relationships.

Bhattu and Kittu completely forgot that they had
homework to do! Faced with the task of
researching a big mammal, they decide to take a
shortcut and pester their studious sister for
information. In this uproariously funny story by
Ashwin Guha, accompanied by Vaibhav
Kumaresh's cheeky art, you soon learn that when
you mix distracted tutoring with an overactive
imagination, the result is a homework assignment
that is very hard to grade (...)

Apart from the deep imprint of the mother-daughter
relationship felt through Fatima's letters to her late
Ammijaan, this book gives the reader a splendid
virtual tour of (...)

Viva's Voice

My Baba's House

by Raquel Donoso, illustrated by Carlos Velez
Auiglera
Kind World Publishing • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9781638940067 • $26.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & SelfReliance

by Amani Mugasa, illustrated by Eman Salem
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9780860378617 • $17.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Religion / Islam

Five-year-old Viva learns there is a need for
girls with powerful voices everywhere when
she helps Papi raise his voice on the picket
line.
Viva's Papi is a bus driver and Viva loves going to
work with him. The sounds of the traffic and the
voices of the passengers are music to Viva's ears.
When she finds out that Papi's union is going on
strike, she convinces Papi to take her along to the
picket line. When quiet (...)

When a child loses a parent, it leaves a large void
that is filled with many questions. This book
provides a gentle introduction to opening up the
discussion about death and what it means from an
Islamic perspective. Journal pages have been
included at the end as a means to encourage
children to express their own thoughts and feelings
through writing or drawing (...)

Omar & Hana Say Assalaamu Alaikum

My Dad is Always Working

by Astro & Digital Durian
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781914364013 • $16.95 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Religion / Islam

by Hafsah Dabiri, illustrated by Arwa Salameh
Kube Publishing • On Sale: May 20/22
9780860378419 • $13.95 • pb
Juvenile Fic / Religious / Muslim

Learn about greeting each other with peace with
Omar and Hana. Omar and Hana are a popular
children's You Tube Channel, well-loved by many
around the world. This colourful book is designed
for children to sing along to the lyrics of the video.
Let's sing and learn about Assalamu Alaikum with
Omar & Hana (...)

Abdullah only sees his Dad working! He feels
upset when his Dad rushes to leave for work in the
morning and doesn't have time to pick him up after
school. When his teacher asks him to make a
'Jazak Allah Khair' card, the only person he can
think of to thank is his Mum. Join Abdullah as he
learns about the meaning of gratitude (...)
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Miracles of the Prophets

My First Book About Salah

by Islam Village, illustrated by Adilah Joossab
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781916252714 • $23.95 • cards
YA NonFic / Games & Activities / Questions &
Answers

by Sarah Khan, illustrated by Ali Lodge
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9780860378815 • $13.50 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Religion / Islam
My First Book About
In simple and easy to understand language along
with stunning, full colour illustrations it takes the
reader from preparing to go for Hajj to the actual
acts of Hajj and the intentions behind them. It also
features facts about Hajj and Umrah and common
questions children may ask, such as: why do
Muslims go on Hajj and Umrah (...)

This game creates a fun an educational way to
learn about the Prophets of Islam and their
miracles! With over 40 miracles to learn from, this
game will improve your knowledge about the
history of Islam in a fun and interactive way. With
charming illustrations, bold lettering and compact
size this game is perfect for the whole family (...)

Hassan & Aneesa Go to A Nikaah

Born Again Ben

by Yasmeen Rahim, illustrated by Rakiaya Azzouz
Kube Publishing • On Sale: Jun 24/22
9780860378716 • $7.95 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Religion / Islam
Hassan and Aneesa

by Rob Sprackling
Leapfrog Press • On Sale: Jul 29/22
9781948585415 • $17.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social Issues / Bullying

Hassan and Aneesa's cousin wants to get married.
The families are excited and eager to help her find
a good match. The couple will need to meet, and
do salatul-istikharah before they decide. Join
Hassan and Aneesa as they help the couple with
the preparations for the wedding. Even the family
cat is involved (...)

Bully boy Ben is cruel to animals and humans alike
- until one day, he gets run over by a 94 bus and is
reincarnated as a bug. Now the boot is on the
other foot, and that foot wants to squash Ben flat!
Ben learns that if he wants to work his way back
up the food chain he better start by being nice!
Born Again Ben is a dark, comedic morality tale for
our times (...)

The Shadow of My Heart

The Corn Chief Teacher Lesson Plan

by Jon Longhi
Manic D Press • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781945665332 • $22.50 • pb
Family & Relationships / Fatherhood

by Karen Whetung
Medicine Wheel Education • On Sale: May 1/22
9781989122938 • $7.99 • loose leaf
Education / Teaching Methods & Materials /
General

A heartwarming collection of surreal and
adorable sh*t kids say stories by a favorite
underground absurdist author
Before Jon Longhi's daughter was born, he was
very nervous at becoming a first-time father. But at
5 a.m in May of 1996, when his child came into the
world with his distinctive hair color and family
hairline, his life changed. He started noting small
memorable moments - often humorous, sometimes
fearful - in his daughter's own words, as time
passed and she (...)
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Teacher Lesson plan that accompaies the book,
The Corn Chief. With the wizened old Chief set to
step down, young Linny dreams of being chosen
as his replacement. As she struggles to pass his
test, with the help of her family Linny learns what it
really takes to become Chief... in the most
unexpected way. This story is told with the help of
traditional cornhusk dolls. Corn dolls protect the
home, livestock, and personal wellness of the
maker and their (...)
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The Corn Chief

Joue du tambour avec coeur plan de
cours

by Karen Whetung
Medicine Wheel Education • On Sale: May 1/22
9781989122907 • $16.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Social Situations / Values

LEAD

by Ren Louie, illustrated by Karlene Harvey
Medicine Wheel Education • On Sale: May 15/22
9781989122921 • $7.99 • loose leaf
Education / Teaching Methods & Materials /
General

With the wizened old chief set to step down, young
Linny dreams of being chosen as his replacement.
As she struggles to pass his test, Linny learns with
the help of her family what it really takes to
become chief...in the most unexpected way. This
story is told with the help of traditional cornhusk
dolls. Corn dolls protect the home, livestock, and
personal wellness of the maker and their family.
Cornhusk dolls have been made in some
Indigenous cultures (...)

Plan de cours de l'enseignant qui accompagne le
livre Joue du tambour avec coeur. Quand sa mère
lui donne un tambour fait à la main en cadeau,
Ren apprend les enseignements du tambour qu’on
lui transmet par le fait même. Il découvre que,
grâce à ce tambour spécial, il peut créer des liens
avec sa culture et reprendre confiance en sa voix
pour partager avec joie les chansons
traditionnelles de sa nation, la Nation Nuu-chahnulth (...)

Joue du tambour avec coeur

Drum from the Heart

by Ren Louie, illustrated by Karlene Harvey
Medicine Wheel Education • On Sale: May 1/22
9781989122914 • $16.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography / People Of Color

by Ren Louie, illustrated by Karlene Harvey, edited
by Kaitlyn Stampflee
Medicine Wheel Education • On Sale: May 15/22
9781989122884 • $16.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography / People Of Color

Quand sa mère lui donne un tambour fait à la main
en cadeau, Ren apprend les enseignements du
tambour qu’on lui transmet par le fait même. Il
découvre que, grâce à ce tambour spécial, il peut
créer des liens avec sa culture et reprendre
confiance en sa voix pour partager avec joie les
chansons traditionnelles de sa nation, la Nation
Nuu-chah-nulth (...)

LEAD

When he is gifted a handmade drum by his
mother, Ren learns the teachings of the drum that
she also passes down to him. Ren discovers that
through this special drum, he is able to connect to
his culture and find a confidence in his voice to
joyfully share in singing the traditional songs of his
Nuu-chah-nulth Nation (...)

Who Stole My Leg?

Where Are You, Little Pig?

by Jose Carlos Andres, illustrated by Myriam
Cameros Sierra
NubeOcho • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9788417673659 • $23.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure / Pirates

by Margarita del Mazo, illustrated by Laure du FaA
NubeOcho • On Sale: May 13/22
9788418599521 • $18.95 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play

All the boat's crew are afraid of Grislygrin, the
fearsome pirate. When they hear the knock, knock,
knock of his wooden leg they run to hide. But, what
would happen if one day someone changed the
wooden leg for a rubber duck? Hilarious
consequences await the once terrified crew in this
beautifully illustrated book (...)
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Wolf looks everywhere for Little Pig... in the tree,
behind the rock, inside the houseâ€¦ What will
happen when he finds Little Pig (...)
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Claudia's Dream

Fox Tells a Lie

by Marta Morros, illustrated by Simona Mulazzani
NubeOcho • On Sale: May 20/22
9788418599323 • $22.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Girls & Women

by Susanna Isern, illustrated by Leire Salaberria
NubeOcho • On Sale: May 27/22
9788418599255 • $21.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Values

When elephant Claudia finds a magic lamp and
rubs it, a genie appears... But wait, the genie is
female! Claudia goes on a great adventure and
meets a dragon, an alien and a dinosaur...
But what if all these were female too (...)

To impress his friends, Fox lies about knowing the
superhero, Superturtle. As one lie leads to another,
he no longer knows what to do.
Will he finally tell the truth when his lies put
Squirrel in danger? Written by the renowned
author and psychologist Susanna Isern, after
Raccoon Wants To Be First (...)

The Snail and the Whale and Friends
Outdoor Activity Book

Who's Hiding On The Farm
by Axel Scheffler
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529084702 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Farm Animals

by Little Wild Things
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 5/22
9781529072525 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Sports & Recreation /
Camping & Outdoors

A chunky board book for babies about farm
animals, with soft flaps to lift on every spread.
A fun-filled outdoor activity book, based on
four bestselling picture books by Julia
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler.
Grab your wellies and head outdoors with this funfilled activity book packed full of outdoor activities.
Based on Julia and Axel's much-loved picture
books, and created by nature play specialists Little
Wild Things, The Snail and the Whale and Friends
Outdoor Activity Book is packed full of fun outdoor
activities to encourage children and families to

Help Little Chick look for Mummy Hen in Who's
Hiding on the Farm. Lift the felt flaps to see where
she is. Which other animals will you find hiding
underneath?
With soft flaps on every spread that are easy for
babies to lift, helping them develop fine motor
skills, and illustrated by Axel Scheffler, bestselling
illustrator of The Gruffalo, this is the perfect (...)

Who's Hiding In The Jungle

Mother Goose's Nursery Rhymes

by Axel Scheffler
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 9/22
9781529084696 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Jungle Animals

by Axel Scheffler
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781529055689 • $21.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Nursery Rhymes

A chunky board book for babies about jungle
animals, with soft flaps to lift on every spread.

A beautiful gift treasury of over fifty nursery
rhymes from the bestselling illustrator of The
Gruffalo.

Help the monkeys look for their friend in Who's
Hiding in the Jungle - lift the felt flaps to find out
which animals are hiding underneath!
With soft flaps on every spread that are easy for
babies to lift, helping them develop fine motor
skills, and illustrated by Axel Scheffler, bestselling
illustrator of The Gruffalo, this is the perfect gift to
share with little (...)
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Join Mother Goose and her three little goslings as
they enjoy over fifty classic nursery rhymes,
traditional lullabies and favourite action songs,
beautifully illustrated in full colour throughout by
the award-winning Axel Scheffler.
The rhymes are linked together by enchanting
original stories about Mother Goose and her
goslings as they learn to waddle, swim and more,
giving a unique and fresh twist to (...)
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Three Little Vikings

A Gathering of Giants (How to Be a Hero
#3)

by Bethan Woollvin
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781509889839 • $17.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure

by Cat Weldon
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529046984 • $15.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure
How to be a Hero

Three little Vikings fight off a fearsome troll in
this funny, feminist adventure story for little
rebels by award-winning picture book creator
Bethan Woollvin.

The explosive finale in this funny, fast-paced
series about how to be a friend, what it means
to be a hero and just how confusing the Norse
Gods really are.

Once upon a time in a Viking village, everything
seems to be going wrong. Chickens are
disappearing, trees are falling down, and there's
lots and lots of crashing and bashing. The silly
Chieftain won't listen to the three littlest Vikings,
but can they work together to solve the mystery
and save the day?

A Gathering of Giants is the hilariously epic finale
of the How to be a Hero series from Cat Weldon,
illustrated by Katie Kear.
Unlikely hero Whetstone and banished Valkyrie
Lotta are in hiding.

Three Little (...)

Their quest to find the magic harp strings before

Slime? That's Not Mine!

Farmer Llama

by Clare Helen Welsh, illustrated by Nicola
O'Byrne
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781529064452 • $17.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / General
Lenny Learns About

by Donna David, illustrated by Fred Blunt
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781529049497 • $15.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories

A laugh-out-loud funny, rhyming picture book
created by Donna David and Fred Blunt.
Starring the irresistible Farmer Llama!

A laugh-out-loud funny story, full of animal
facts and... SLIME! From the creators of Poo!
Is That You? and Wee? It Wasn't Me!
Lenny the lemur is on holiday in California. He's
having a wonderful time swinging through the
redwood trees, when - EW - he gets slimed! Lenny
is determined to find the source of the slime, so he
sets off on an adventure.
Lenny meets lots of slime-producing animals on
his quest, including opossums, dolphins,
salamanders, and (...)

Alarm-a-Llama bolts awake and bashes his poor
head.
Pyjama-Llama rubs his eyes and climbs out of his
bed.
Banana-Llama grabs some food. He's ready for
the day!
Farmer-Llama starts his truck and heads out to
collect hay.

She Will Soar

The Castle of Adventure

edited by Ana Sampson
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529040067 • $21.99 • pb
YA NonFic / Poetry

by Enid Blyton
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529008838 • $15.99 • B-format paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Classics
Adventure

Travel the world with this beautiful collection of
powerful poetry, featuring 130 poems about
wanderlust, freedom and escape written by
women.

The Castle of Adventure is the second exciting
instalment in the Adventure series by Enid
Blyton, one of the best-loved children's writers
of all time.

With poems from classic, well loved poets as well
as innovative and bold modern voices, She Will
Soar is a stunning collection and an essential
addition to any bookshelf. From the ancient world
right up to the present day, it includes poems on
wanderlust, travel, daydreams, flights of fancy,
escaping into books, tranquillity, courage, hope
and resilience. From frustrated (...)

Why is everyone so afraid of the castle on the hill,
and what dark secrets lurk inside its walls?
Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann, Jack and Kiki the parrot
are on holiday in the countryside, staying on the
side of Castle Hill. When flashing lights are seen in
a distant tower, they decide to investigate (...)
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The Circus of Adventure

The Island of Adventure

by Enid Blyton
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529008883 • $15.99 • B-format paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Classics
Adventure

by Enid Blyton
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529008821 • $15.99 • B-format paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Classics
Adventure

The Circus of Adventure is the seventh exciting
instalment in the Adventure series by Enid
Blyton, one of the best-loved children's writers
of all time.

The Island of Adventure is the first thrilling
instalment in the Adventure series by Enid
Blyton, one of the best-loved children's writers
of all time.

Why did Bill have to bring the babyish Gustavus
with them on holiday? Jack knows he'll only be
trouble.
But when Gustavus is kidnapped, along with Philip,
Dinah and Lucy-Ann, Jack and Kiki the parrot
bravely set out to rescue them, leading them to a
faraway land and the discovery of a plot (...)

For Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann, Jack and Kiki the
parrot, the summer holidays in Cornwall are
everything they'd hoped for. Until they begin to
realize that something very sinister is taking place
on the mysterious Isle of Gloom - where a
dangerous adventure awaits them in the
abandoned copper mines and secret tunnels
beneath the (...)

The Mountain of Adventure

The River of Adventure

by Enid Blyton
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529008869 • $15.99 • B-format paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Classics
Adventure

by Enid Blyton
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529008890 • $15.99 • B-format paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Classics
Adventure

The Mountain of Adventure is the fifth thrilling
instalment in the Adventure series by Enid
Blyton, one of the best-loved children's writers
of all time.

The River of Adventure is the final thrilling
instalment in the Adventure series by Enid
Blyton, one of the best-loved children's writers
of all time.

Surely a peaceful holiday in the Welsh mountains
will keep the children out of trouble! But the
mystery of a rumbling mountain soon has them
thirsty for more adventure.

A river cruise through ancient desert lands
becomes a mysterious adventure when Bill
disappears!

Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann, Jack and Kiki the parrot
are determined to explore the mountain and
uncover its secret, but first they must escape from
(...)

While Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann, Jack and Kiki the
parrot are desperately searching for Bill, they
become trapped beneath a forgotten temple where
no one has set foot for 7,000 years. What dangers
lurk within, and will they ever escape (...)

The Sea of Adventure

The Ship of Adventure

by Enid Blyton
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529008852 • $15.99 • B-format paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Classics
Adventure

by Enid Blyton
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529008876 • $15.99 • B-format paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Classics
Adventure

The Sea of Adventure is the fourth exciting
instalment in the Adventure series by Enid
Blyton, one of the best-loved children's writers
of all time.

The Ship of Adventure is the sixth exciting
instalment in the Adventure series by Enid
Blyton, one of the best-loved children's writers
of all time.

A mysterious trip to the desolate Northern Isles
soon turns into a terrifying adventure when Bill is
kidnapped!

An amazing voyage around the beautiful Greek
islands becomes an exciting quest to find the lost
treasure of the Andra!

Marooned far from the mainland on a deserted
coast, Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann, Jack and Kiki the
parrot find themselves playing a dangerous game
with an unknown enemy. Will they escape with Bill
and their lives (...)

Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann, Jack and Kiki the parrot
are plunged into a search for hidden riches - with
some ruthless villains hot on their trail! Will they
find the treasure before it's too late (...)
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The Valley of Adventure

Noah's Gold

by Enid Blyton
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 23/22
9781529008845 • $15.99 • B-format paperback
Juvenile Fiction / Classics
Adventure

by Frank Cottrell-Boyce, illustrated by Steven
Lenton
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529048261 • $28.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure

The Valley of Adventure is the third thrilling
instalment in the Adventure series by Enid
Blyton, one of the best-loved children's writers
of all time.
Nothing could be more exciting than a daring night
flight on Bill's plane! But Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann,
Jack and Kiki the parrot soon find themselves
flying straight into a truly amazing adventure.

LEAD

Being the smallest doesn't stop you having the
biggest ideas.

Who are the two strange pilots, and what is the
secret treasure hidden in the lonely and mysterious
valley where the (...)

When eleven-year old Noah sneaks along on his
big sister's geography field trip, absolutely
everything seems to go wrong! Six kids are
marooned on an uninhabited island. Their teacher
has vanished. They're hungry. Their phones don't

All About Cats

My First Search and Find: On the Farm

by Frantz Wittkamp, illustrated by Axel Scheffler,
translated by David Henry Wilson
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 17/22
9781529086454 • $17.99 • pb
Juvenile Nonfiction / Poetry / General

illustrated by Axel Scheffler
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 17/22
9781529056945 • $21.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Farm Animals
My First Search and Find
A search and find book for preschoolers about
life on the farm, with chunky tabs and words to
learn.

A hilarious collection of short rhymes all about
cats, with full-colour illustrations from The
Gruffalo illustrator Axel Scheffler.

LEAD

Packed with mystery, adventure and laughs,
Noah's Gold is an exciting new middle grade
novel from the award-winning author of
Millions and Cosmic, Frank Cottrell-Boyce.

Cats are sleek, and cats are slick. They read, and
do arithmetic!

Axel Scheffler's My First Search and Find: On the
Farm is jam-packed with farm animals, from
baaing sheep to mooing cows, neighing horses to
crowing cockerels!

Have you ever seen a cat playing a piano? Or
taking a bubble bath with a rubber duck? Find out
what cats really get up to when people aren't
around! Axel Scheffler's charming and witty
illustrations introduce all kinds of cats - making
mischief, playing games, singing songs, and out

Preschoolers can then explore the big scenes, find
the animals and objects, and read the name labels
in the panels. With a friendly mole to spot in each
scene, there is plenty here for (...)

Hello Dinosaur: Diplodocus

Hello Dinosaur: Tyrannosaurus rex

illustrated by David Partington
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 2/22
9781529071047 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dinosaurs & Prehistoric
Hello Dinosaur

illustrated by David Partington
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 2/22
9781529071030 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dinosaurs & Prehistoric
Hello Dinosaur

A first novelty board book about the dinosaur
Diplodocus, with push, pull and slide
mechanisms.

A first novelty board book about the dinosaur
Tyrannosaurus rex, with push, pull and slide
mechanisms.

Push, pull and slide the scenes to meet
Diplodocus, one of the longest dinosaurs to walk
the Earth! Follow her as she splashes in the water
and munches her leafy lunch, before enjoying an
afternoon nap.

LEAD

Push, pull and slide the scenes to meet
Tyrannosaurus rex, the mightiest dinosaur of them
all! Watch as stomps and roars, before asking the
other dinos to play a game.
Bright, bold illustrations by David Partington bring
T-rex and his dinosaur friends to life. With lots to
talk about on every page and fun facts to share
too, this is the perfect first (...)

Bright, bold illustrations by David Partington bring
Diplodocus and her dinosaur friends to life. With
lots to talk about on every page and fun facts to
share too, this (...)
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Busy Party

Busy Farm

illustrated by Jill Howarth
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529081541 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Celebrations /
Birthdays
Busy Books

illustrated by Jo Byatt
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529084627 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Farm Animals
Busy Books

Celebrate the 50th title in the bestselling Busy
Book series, with a push, pull, slide book about
a party! A perfect present for toddlers who may
be celebrating a birthday themselves.
Push, pull and slide the tabs with Busy Party.
Decorate the house with balloons and bunting,
play party games, and dance the night away while
fireworks fizz and pop!

A first novelty board book for young children
about life on a farm, with push, pull and turning
mechanisms. Now reissued with a new cover
look.
Push, pull and slide the tabs to learn all about life
on the Busy Farm. Meet all the different animals,
help the farmer bale the hay, and join in rounding
up the sheep at bedtime.
Children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with a gentle rhyme and
wonderful illustrations by (...)

Children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with a gentle rhyme and
wonderful illustrations by Jill (...)

Busy Airport

The Googlies: Frog At The Farm

illustrated by Jo Byatt
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529084610 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Transportation / Aviation
Busy Books

illustrated by Jo Lodge
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529049763 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Farm Animals
The Googlies

A first novelty board book about a busy airport,
with push, pull and turning mechanisms. Now
reissued with a new cover look.

A first-word board book for babies and
toddlers with googly eyes, a mechanism and
bright, bold illustrations by Jo Lodge.

Push, pull and slide the tabs to hop aboard a plane
at the Busy Airport. Enjoy watching your baggage
go round the carousel, waving goodbye to the
planes as they take off, and then flying through the
sky on your own aeroplane!

Meet The Googlies by Jo Lodge! In Frog at the
Farm, young children will learn their first farmyard
words and noises.

Children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with a gentle rhyme and (...)

Bold, googly eyes and a sliding mechanism bring
this adorable frog to life, while little children share
the simple story and point at the bold pictures.
An ideal book for babies, this title combines
brilliant illustrations, a simple (...)

The Googlies: Tiger At The Beach

Busy Pets

illustrated by Jo Lodge
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529049787 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Lions, Tigers,
Leopards, Etc.
The Googlies

illustrated by Louise Forshaw
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529084658 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Pets
Busy Books
A first novelty board book for young children
about having a pet, with push, pull and turning
mechanisms. Now reissued with a new cover
look.

A first-word board book for babies and
toddlers with googly eyes, a mechanism and
bright, bold illustrations by Jo Lodge.
Meet The Googlies by Jo Lodge! In Tiger At The
Beach, children will learn their first summer holiday
words.
Bold, googly eyes and a sliding mechanism bring
this adorable tiger to life, while children share the
simple story and point at the bold pictures.

Push, pull and slide the tabs to learn about looking
after Busy Pets. Feed the dog some treats, watch
the hamster turn in its wheel, and visit the bunny in
the garden.
Children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with a gentle rhyme and
wonderful illustrations by Louise Forshaw, which is
(...)

An ideal book for babies, this title combines
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I Love My Daddy

Busy Swimming

illustrated by Louise Forshaw
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Apr 5/22
9781529083392 • $13.99 • board book
Busy Books

illustrated by Louise Forshaw
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529084672 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Sports & Recreation / Water
Sports
Busy Books

A first novelty board book for toddlers to share
with their fathers, with push, pull and turning
mechanisms.
Push, pull and slide the scenes to celebrate
Father's Day in I Love My Daddy. From making up
silly games to learning to ride a bike, every day is
an adventure with Dad by your side!
Children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with gentle rhyming text and
wonderful illustrations by Louise Forshaw. Part of
the popular Busy (...)

A novelty board book for young children about
swimming with push, pull and turning
mechanisms.
Push, pull and slide the tabs to enjoy a day of
Busy Swimming. Help the children get changed
into their swimming costumes, whizz down the
water slide, and race across the indoor pool.
Young children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with a gentle rhyme, lots to
spot and talk about, and wonderful illustrations by
Louise Forshaw, which is part of (...)

Busy Trains

Busy Park

illustrated by Louise Forshaw
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529084665 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Transportation / Railroads &
Trains
Busy Books

illustrated by Louise Forshaw
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529084641 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play
Busy Books
A first novelty board book for young children
about a day at the park, with push, pull and
turning mechanisms. Now reissued with a new
cover look.

A first novelty board book about a busy train,
with push, pull and turning mechanisms.
Push, pull and slide the tabs to hop aboard in
Busy Trains. Enjoy watching the steam puff out of
an engine, going through a crossing, and chugging
along the railway.

Push, pull and slide the tabs to enjoy a day out at
the Busy Park. Visit the playground, spots lots of
different animals, and have a picnic.

Children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with a gentle rhyme and
wonderful illustrations by Jo Byatt. Busy Trains has
been endorsed and recommended by Dr Amanda
Gummer's Good Toy Guide (...)

Children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with a gentle rhyme and
wonderful illustrations by Louise Forshaw, which is
part of the (...)

Big Steps: Let's Wash Our Hands

Little Big Feelings: When I Am Sad

illustrated by Marie Kyprianou
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 17/22
9781529083026 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Health & Daily Living / Daily
Activities
Big Steps

illustrated by Marie Paruit
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781529065152 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Emotions & Feelings
Little Big Feelings
A novelty board book about feeling sad,
introducing emotional intelligence to young
children.

A practical and fun first experiences novelty
book for toddlers learning about personal
hygiene, with parent and carer tips.
The Big Steps series is designed to help little ones
cope with everyday experiences in their lives. In
Big Steps: Let's Wash Our Hands, meet two
adorable toddlers who learn all about washing their
hands and bath time!
Follow the ups and downs of their journey, brought
to life with fun flaps and mechanisms. Each page
has really helpful tips for (...)
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Little Big Feelings: When I am Sad helps young
children to start managing their emotions. They
can lift the flaps, slide the tabs and turn the wheel
to explore why they feel sad and how to move on
from these emotions.
With delightful illustrations from Marie Paruit, this is
the perfect book for parents and carers to share
with young children who are just starting to
recognize (...)
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Little Big Feelings: I Like To Be Helpful

My Little Green World: Rabbit

illustrated by Marie Paruit
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 12/22
9781529065169 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Values
Little Big Feelings

illustrated by Teresa Bellon
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529082975 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Rabbits
My Little Green World

A novelty board book about being helpful,
introducing emotional intelligence to young
children.

An introduction to the natural world for
preschoolers with innovative spinning
mechanisms, a rhyming story plus simple facts
and activities to share together. Made
sustainably with FSC paper and soya inks.

Little Big Feelings: I like to be Helpful is a fun
introduction to the benefits of being helpful to
others. Young children can lift the flaps, pull the
tabs and turn the wheel to explore ways to be
helpful and how it can have a positive effect on
both themselves and others.

Learn to love nature, as you meet Rabbit and
explore her world in this eco-friendly board book
with incredible spinning mechanisms.

With delightful illustrations from Marie Paruit, this is
the perfect book for parents and carers (...)

Peer inside a rabbit warren, help the rabbit thump
her feet on the floor, and watch as she jumps with
joy! At the back of the book (...)

My Little Green World: Duck

Busy Bikes

illustrated by Teresa Bellon
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529082982 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Ducks, Geese, Etc.
My Little Green World

illustrated by Yi-Hsuan Wu
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529084603 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Sports & Recreation / Cycling
Busy Books

An introduction to the natural world for
preschoolers with innovative spinning
mechanisms, a rhyming story plus simple facts
and activities to share together. Made
sustainably with FSC paper and soya inks.

A first novelty board book about learning to
ride a bike, with push, pull and turn
mechanisms.

Learn to love nature, as you meet Duck and
explore her world in this eco-friendly board book
with incredible spinning mechanisms.

Push, pull and slide the tabs to whizz around the
pages of Busy Bikes. Perfect for toddlers just
starting to cycle on a scooter or trike, or little ones
starting to ride off on their first big bike!

Look inside a duck nest, help fluffy ducklings hatch
from their eggs, and watch as Duck flaps her
feathery wings! At the back of the book, you'll (...)

Children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with a gentle rhyming story
and wonderful illustrations by Yi-Hsuan Wu, which
is (...)

Busy Trucks

We Want Our Books

illustrated by Yi-Hsuan Wu
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 2/22
9781529087277 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Transportation / Cars & Trucks
Busy Books

by Jake Alexander
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 2/22
9781529049039 • $17.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Books & Libraries

A first novelty board book about trucks, with
push, pull and turning mechanisms.

A rebellious, moving and joyful picture book
about the power of protest and the importance
of libraries and reading.

Push, pull and slide the tabs to help the Busy
Trucks with their important jobs! Empty the
recycling bins, dump out the gravel, and tow the
broken-down car to the garage.
Young children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with gentle rhyming text, lots
to spot and talk about, and wonderful illustrations
by Yi-hsuan Wu (...)
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From Jake Alexander, winner of the 2019 Creative
Conscience Gold Medal and the Macmillan
Children's Prize, We Want Our Books is a
stunningly illustrated story that shows how any
child has the power to change the world.
Rosa wants a book. But when she gets to the
library, she finds it is closed. What could be the
end of the story (...)
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Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

My First Gruffalo: The Gruffalo Puppet
Book

by Jeanne Willis, illustrated by Ross Collins
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529043143 • $17.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Classics

by Julia Donaldson, illustrated by Axel Scheffler
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Apr 19/22
9781529046427 • $33.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / General
My First Gruffalo

A delightful retelling of Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland, introducing Lewis Carroll's
magical universe and iconic characters to a
picture book audience.

Perfect for the youngest Gruffalo fans, a fun
and interactive story based on the bestselling
picture book - with a Gruffalo hand puppet!

Once upon a golden day, beside a silver brook,
Alice and her older sister sat and read a book...
But when a talking rabbit runs past, Alice follows
him down the rabbit hole to Wonderland, where
she meet iconic characters of children's literature
such as the grinning Cheshire Cat, the Hatter, and
the Queen of Hearts. From joining in (...)

Play with the soft, cuddly Gruffalo hand puppet as
you read the fun story, based on the bestselling
picture book The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson and
Axel Scheffler.
Who's afraid of the Gruffalo? With this fantastic
addition to the My First Gruffalo range, you can
use your special Gruffalo hand puppet to scare
away Fox, Owl, and Snake (...)

Tales from Acorn Wood: Badger's Band

What the Ladybird Heard at the Seaside

by Julia Donaldson, illustrated by Axel Scheffler
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Aug 2/22
9781529034394 • $15.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Nocturnal
Tales from Acorn Wood

by Julia Donaldson, illustrated by Lydia Monks
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781529069266 • $15.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Stories In Verse
What the Ladybird Heard

Welcome to Acorn Wood. Come and join
Badger and his friends for some musical fun in
this preschool lift-the-flap book from the
creators of The Gruffalo.

Join everyone's favourite crime-busting
ladybird on a trip to the seaside as she saves
the day with another cunning plan in the fourth
story in the fantastically funny What the
Ladybird Heard series.

Lift the flaps and join in the fun with Badger's
Band, a new story in the bestselling Tales from
Acorn Wood board book series by Julia Donaldson
and Axel Scheffler.
Badger wants to start a band and his friends are
keen to join in the fun. Tortoise plays the trumpet
and Bear (...)

With a cast of wonderful sea creatures, including a
magical mermaid, and plenty of seaside fun, What
the Ladybird Heard at the Seaside is a brilliant
rhyming adventure from the bestselling picture
book partnership of Julia Donaldson and Lydia
Monks.
The clever little ladybird is off (...)

LEAD

The Hospital Dog

The Woolly Bear Caterpillar

by Julia Donaldson, illustrated by Sara Ogilvie
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529069259 • $15.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Stories In Verse

by Julia Donaldson, illustrated by Yuval Zommer
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 17/22
9781529012200 • $17.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social Issues / Bullying

Winner of the 2021 Indie Book Awards

A beautifully illustrated marvellous minibeast
tale from the bestselling Julia Donaldson and
award-winning Yuval Zommer.

Dot the hospital dog is everyone's favourite
visitor in this story of bravery and friendship
from the bestselling partnership of Julia
Donaldson and Sara Ogilvie, creators of the
bestselling picture book, The Detective Dog.

Crawling through the garden, the little Woolly Bear
Caterpillar wonders what kind of moth she will
become. Bonny and bright, stunning and smart,
but not kind, the other caterpillars laugh at the
small, plain Woolly Bear. There is one thing that
they are sure of: Woolly Bear could never be as
dramatic and beautiful as them! But could one little
caterpillar be about to (...)

Here is a dog, a Dalmatian called Dot,
Is she quite ordinary? NO, SHE'S NOT!
After their breakfast and a swim in the sea, Dot
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LEAD

The Littlest Elephant

A Dress with Pockets

by Kate Read
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 17/22
9781529085389 • $28.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Elephants

by Lily Murray, illustrated by Jenny Lovlie
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 17/22
9781529047868 • $17.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Clothing & Dress

An excitable baby elephant learns that
sometimes it's good to slow down in this richly
illustrated picture book.

A funny, fashion-forward picture book with a
subtle feminist undertone that celebrates the
joy of pockets and the inquisitive, adventurous
spirit of all young children.

The littlest elephant is always in a rush, and it
takes a tiny mouse to show her how to slow down
and notice the other jungle creatures in this funny,
colourful book from Kate Read, creator of the
multi-award-winning One Fox: A Counting Thriller
and Boo: A Fishy Mystery.

LEAD

The bright and richly illustrated pages full of jungle
creatures from (...)

Lucy and Aunt Augusta are dress shopping. And,
at the Fabulous Fashion Store, there are dresses
to suit just about everyone. There are fancy
dresses, frilly dresses, stripy dresses, silly dresses,
sun dresses, fun dresses, blue dresses, green...
But Lucy doesn't care about frills or lace. She
wants a dress WITH POCKETS. And as (...)

Bill and the Dream Angel

A Hero Called Wolf

by Lucinda Riley and Harry Whittaker, illustrated
by Jane Ray
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jul 5/22
9781529051193 • $28.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / New Experience
Guardian Angels

by Lucy Rowland, illustrated by Ben Mantle
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529003680 • $17.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales & Folklore /
Adaptations

Part of the heartwarming Guardian Angels
series, Bill and the Dream Angel is a reassuring
story about overcoming fears and embracing
new adventures, written by bestselling author
Lucinda Riley and her son Harry Whittaker, and
illustrated by the award-winning Jane Ray.

A feel-good, rhyming picture book, with a
positive message about being the hero of your
own story!
LEAD

Because somewhere, an angel is listening...

Wolf loves reading. There's just one problem. The
more he reads, the more he starts to realize
something... Every book has a hero: the heroes
are handsome, tough and strong, but most
significantly - the heroes are never, ever wolves!

Bill and his family have just moved house. But
even though Bill's room is much bigger than
before, and he has a garden to play in, Bill misses
his old, familiar home (...)

But when a giant comes stomping into the library
one day, will Wolf find the courage to speak up?
Because maybe heroes don't (...)

London The Queen's Jubilee Sticker
Activity Book

Teapot Trouble: A Duck and Tiny Horse
Adventure

by Marion Billet
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529084764 • $13.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Royalty

by Morag Hood
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529026139 • $28.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories
Duck and Tiny Horse

Celebrate Queen Elizabeth II's Platinum Jubilee
with this exciting sticker book, packed with
activities that are perfect for preschoolers and
over 400 stickers.

Another hilarious adventure for unlikely duo,
Duck and Tiny Horse, following Morag Hood's
warm and silly picture book, Spaghetti
Hunters.

A perfect gift for preschoolers, children can use the
stickers in this book to finish a street party, help
the Beefeaters to get dressed, and weave their
way through mazes around London. With spot the
differences, colouring-in and much more, there is
plenty to keep little ones busy - whether they're out
and about in London or (...)

Something or someone is living inside Duck's
teapot! Who are they? What do they want? How
will we get them out? Never fear, for Tiny Horse is
here!
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Tiny Horse has a trampoline. She has a
magnificent hat. She has a stick of celery. What
more could anyone need to save the day?
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Rumaysa: Ever After

Busy Zoo

by Radiya Hafiza, illustrated by Rhaida El Touny
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 14/22
9781529091311 • $17.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales & Folklore /
Adaptations

by Ruth Redford, illustrated by Rebecca Finn
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781529084689 • $13.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Zoos
Busy Books

The magical, empowering and fantasically
funny sequel to Radiya Hafiza's Rumaysa: A
Fairytale.

A first novelty board book for young children
about visiting animals at the zoo, with push,
pull, slide and turning mechanisms. Now
reissued with a new cover look.

Return to a Once Upon a Time where anything is
possible.
Rumaysa is determined to find her parents, and
she's on the journey of a lifetime discover what
happened to them after she was stolen by the evil
Witch as a baby. It's time for Rumaysa to find her
own Happily Ever After...

Children will love playing with this bright and
colourful board book with a gentle rhyme (...)

Fully Human

Too Many Tickles!

by Steve Biddulph
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781509884759 • $33.99 • pb
Family & Relationships / Parenting

by Thomas Taylor, illustrated by Penny Dann
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9781529087772 • $15.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Family / General (See Also
Headings Under Social Situations)

World-renowned family therapist and
bestselling parenting author Steve Biddulph's
first personal development book for people all
ages that will help us all live better, more
fulfilling lives.
A mother of small children trusts her 'gut feelings'
and it saves her life. A young dad is able to grieve
for his lost baby - using a song. What if there were
parts of our minds which we never use, but if
awakened, could make us so much happier,
connected and alive (...)

LEAD

Push, pull and slide the tabs to meet the animals at
the Busy Zoo. Make the giraffes' heads pop out of
the trees, spray the baby elephant with water,
watch the monkey acrobatics, and feed the
penguins.

An irresistibly charming story about fun and
family, with tongue-twisting text from awardwinning writer, Thomas Taylor, and lovinglyrendered illustrations from the criticallyacclaimed, Penny Dann.
From Mum's swirly-whirly tummy-button tickles to
Dad's great-big side-grabbers - there's no
escaping tickles in this house!
Chase about the house with two little children as
they dodge, dash, wriggle and giggle with their
tickling parents and grandparents! But when all the

Saving Sorya: Chang and the Sun Bear

Better Than New/Mejor con nuevo

by Trang Nguyen, illustrated by Jeet Zdung
Pan Macmillan • On Sale: May 3/22
9780753446591 • $33.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Nov / General
Return to the Wild

by Robert Broder, illustrated by Lake Buckley
Patagonia Books • On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781952338038 • $25.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Recycling & Green Living

Written by scientist and environmental activist
Trang Nguyen, Saving Sorya: Chang and the
Sun Bear is an inspirational graphic novel
adventure, based on a true story, about a
young conservationist who overcomes the
odds to save a sun bear.

Will You Help Me?"Isidora and Julian, playing in
the Chilean ocean, hear a plaintive cry - a sea lion
is tangled in an abandoned fishing net. They free
their ocean friend then consider what to do with the
net. With the help of a bird building its nest, they
recycle it into something useful again, something
better than new.Presented in both English and
Spanish, Better than New: A Recycle Tale/Mejor
que Nuevo: Un cuenta de reciclaje is an inspiring
(...)

When endlessly curious and tenacious Chang
discovers a bear bile farm near her home in
Vietnam, she decides to do everything she can to
save wild animals - by becoming a conservationist!
After teaching herself survival skills, documenting
every rainforest plant and (...)
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Nathalie

When the Dikes Breached

by Debra Camelin
Ronsdale Press • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781553806714 • $12.95 • pb
YA Fic / Historical / Canada

by Martha Attema
Ronsdale Press • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781553806745 • $12.95 • pb
YA Fic / Coming Of Age

Nathalie: An Acadian’s Tale of Tragedy and
Triumph chronicles the “coming-of-age” story of
Nathalie Belliveau, a 13-year-old Acadian girl.
Separated from her family during the 1755
expulsion from Grand-Pré, Nova Scotia, Nathalie
travels more than 150 kilometres to Cap-Sable
with two older companions, encountering the
Mi’kmaq along the way. When Nathalie reaches
Pobomcoup (Pubnico), she becomes betrothed to
Ange Amirault; but her happiness is short-lived
when the British deport the Acadians living there
(...)

February 1st, 1953, a spring tide combines with a
strong northwestern storm, causes devastating
flooding in the southwestern part of the
Netherlands, parts of Belgium, France, England
and Scotland. When the dikes breach, the floods
not only unleash death and destruction for sixteenyear-old Klara van Burgh and her large family but
unearth a dark family secret. In this small island
community, steeped in tradition, the Church
controls the lives of citizens, who live by strict rules
and a (...)

Katerina Cruickshanks

Tomorrow is a Brand-New Day

by Daniel Gray-Barnett
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781950354610 • $25.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / General

by Davina Bell, illustrated by Allison Colpoys
Scribe Publications • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781950354306 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & SelfReliance

A joy-filled cheer of appreciation for loud,
trouble-making, outrageous kids.

The follow-up to bestsellingÂ All the Ways to be
Smart Â by Davina Bell and Allison Colpoys.Â

Katerina Cruickshanks is a wild child, a trickster,
Â and a ringleader. But when they wreak some
serious chaos, their friends decide their
shenanigans have gone too far and say, "No
more!"

LEAD

Brimming with humor and warmth, Katerina shows
us that there's no such thing as being too much;
it's just a matter of finding the friends who will love
you as you are (...)

Good or bad, the things you do
are all a part of being you of learning how to take your boat
on stormy seas and stay afloat.
From the creators of All the Ways To Be Smart
comes a message of hope: hard days come and
go, but love is with us always. A healing and
uplifting tribute to learning and growing - to (...)

Planet Earth

Big Book of Dinosaurs

by Danielle Robichaud and Ann Marie Boulanger
Shoebox Media • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781773881331 • $19.95 • pb
Education / General

by Mathieu Fortin and Ann Marie Boulanger
Shoebox Media • On Sale: Jul 15/22
9781773882321 • $19.95 • pb
Education / General

Explore our spectacular world and the Earth's
place in the Universe with this reference book.
Every topic is illustrated with a photograph or
illustration that will keep children engaged (...)

This encyclopedia provides insights into the
different types of dinosaurs that have walked the
Earth: flying reptiles, giant dinosaurs, marine
dinosaurs and many more, from their origins all the
way to the end of their reign (...)
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Write and Learn Wipe Clean: Games,
Mazes and Drawings

My First Kindergarten Activities
by text by Claire Chabot
Shoebox Media • On Sale: May 1/22
9781773880198 • $14.95 • pb
Education / General

by Maud BrougEre
Shoebox Media • On Sale: Aug 15/22
9781988142678 • $15.95 • cl
Education / General

(...)
14 large ereasable boards binded in a colorful and
child-friendly format for hours of learning and
playtime (...)

My First Preschool Activities

Multiplication & Division Book with Flash
Cards

by text by Claire Chabot
Shoebox Media • On Sale: May 1/22
9781773880181 • $14.95 • pb
Education / General

by text by Florence Barbeau
Shoebox Media • On Sale: Jun 1/22
9781773881928 • $19.95 • pb
Education / General

A fantastic activity fun pacl, containing: Two 24page activity books that teach basic concepts for
pre-K and Kindergarten. Also includes 30 doublesided wipe-clean cards. Marker included (...)

This book teaches and reviews important
multiplication
and division skills for 3rd and 4th graders. With
over 150 practice exercises that will teach
important steps in solving equations, multiplying
and dividing multiple-digit number and solving
problems (...)

Rainfish

Balloon Girls

by Andrew Paterson
Text Publishing Company • On Sale: May 20/22
9781922330963 • $16.95 • pb
YA Fic / Social Themes / Self-Esteem & SelfReliance

by Darrell Pitt
Text Publishing Company • On Sale: Apr 22/22
9781922330567 • $12.50 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Nature & The Natural World

WINNER OF THE TEXT PRIZE FOR YOUNG
READERS
Rainfish is a charming and profound book
about a young boy called Aaron who makes a
bad decision in the heat of the moment and his
struggle to alleviate his guilt and stop the rains
he thinks his actions may have caused.
An absolutely unforgettable book." - Carly
Nugent, author of The Peacock Detectives

Balloon Girls is an engaging middle grade
book about science-loving Ally and her quest
to win a trip to her dream-destination: the
Smithsonian in Washington, DC. With the help
of her friends, and her dad, Ally is about to find
herself on a bigger quest that even she could
imagine...
Who would think that a novel about STEM for
girls could also deliver such entertainment?
Balloon Girls by Darrell Pitt is packed with drama,
crime, mystery, legend - and (...)

Aaron lives with his mother and older brother in a
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Elsewhere Girls

No Stopping Us Now

by Emily Gale and Nova Weetman
Text Publishing Company • On Sale: Aug 19/22
9781922330451 • $11.95 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship

by Lucy Jane Bledsoe
Three Rooms Press • On Sale: May 6/22
9781953103208 • $20.50 • pb
YA Fic / Sports & Recreation / Basketball

Elsewhere Girls is a fresh and feminist take on
time-slip novel in the tradition of The Parent
Trap and Freaky Friday in which two young
swimmers: one from modern-day Melbourne
and the other from early 1900s Sydney swap
places and must figure out how to fit into their
new time zones and ultimately, to get home.

A timeless and triumphant story of courage in
the face of opposition.' -Foreword Reviews
(starred review)

Two fabulous characters working out what
matters most - I love Cat and Fan so much!" Sally
Rippin, author of the Billie B (...)

It's 1974. Title IX has passed two years ago, but
Louisa's high school still refuses to fund an all
girls' basketball team. After hearing Gloria
Steinem speak, Louisa learns an important
lesson: 'The truth will set you free, but first it
will piss you off.' Now what can she do but
stand up and fight back?

Human Town

Stop the Clock!

by Alan Durant, illustrated by Anna Doherty
Tiny Owl Publishing • On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781910328842 • $23.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Elephants

by Pippa Goodhart, illustrated by Maria Christania
Winardi
Tiny Owl Publishing • On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781910328828 • $23.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Family / General (See Also
Headings Under Social Situations)

On a hot summer day, the elephant family decides
to do something fun and visit the Human Town!
Junior and Lulu, the elephants become
dissapointed to see humans are not taking good
care of their environment. Does this mean humans
will soon be extinct?" asks Junior. This story is a
playful look from outside to what humans are doing
to the planet and to themselves (...)

The Kids' Guide to Horsemanship and
Grooming

When Mr. Khan asks the children to paint what
they saw on their way to school, Joe notices his
baby sister is crying in the picture. He stops the
clocks and goes back to the street to find out why"¦
This sweet story reminds us to slow down, take a
breath and notice the small details in our busy
everyday life (...)

Wounded Little Gods
by Eliza Victoria
Tuttle Publishing • On Sale: May 10/22
9780804855228 • $19.95 • CL - Hardback - With
dust jacket
YA Fic / Fantasy / Dark Fantasy

by Cat Hill and Emma Ford
Trafalgar Square Books • On Sale: Aug 12/22
9781646010820 • $31.95 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Horses

Regina was born and raised in the small town
of Heridos, where gods and spirits walked the
earth.

A kid-friendly introduction to safe and proper
horse care from the best in the business.
Whether taking their first lessons, handling horses
when visiting friends, or enjoying the glorious
challenges of first-pony ownership, children need
to learn more than just how to ride." When it
comes to horses, the most important lessons begin
on the ground, not only to ensure a young person's
safety, but also to promote the fair and informed
care of an animal so that (...)
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Until they didn't. Ten years ago, the town's harvest
failed utterly, and the people - believing the gods
had abandoned them-left their farms and moved
on.
Now, on a Friday before a long weekend, Regina
ends her workday at an office in Makati, and walks
home with a new colleague, Diana. Following a
strange and disturbing conversation between
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Bristlecone

To Find Treasure in the Mountains

by Alexandra Siy, illustrated by Marlo Garnsworthy
Web of Life Children's Books • On Sale: Jun 29/22
9781970039030 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Nature / Trees & Forests

by Francine Rockey, illustrated by Kendra Binney
Yosemite Conservancy • On Sale: Aug 26/22
9781951179168 • $26.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Nature & The Natural World

Living for more than five thousand years,
ancient bristlecone pines are the oldest trees
on Earth.

This story about discoveries and connections
to be made in the natural world highlights
friendship,cooperation,and the good feelings
that come from sharing time outdoors together.

Recorded in their rings are â€œsecretsâ€â
€"scientific evidence of a changing planet. A
volcano erupts in 2036 BC. In 775, a storm
explodes on the sun. Lightning strikes in 1122.
And during the 20th century, the temperature
increases dramatically.

With sturdy shoes and a sense of adventure, three
young childrenhike through the sparkling woods to
find treasure in the mountains.No pirate's map or
magic wand required! Outside, there is always
something wonderful just around the bend.

What is the secret to the bristleconeâ€™s
exceptionally long life?

Fire Shapes the World

Fidel and the Cypress

by Joanna Cooke, illustrated by Cornelia Li
Yosemite Conservancy • On Sale: May 26/23
9781951179137 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech /
Environmental Science & Ecology

by Dovile Zavedskaite, illustrated by UgnARudinskaitAOn Sale: Apr 15/22
9786098232387 • $22.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Family / General (See Also
Headings Under Social Situations)

Life as we know it evolved with fire; there is no
us without it.With lyrical text grounded in the
latest research,this picture book shares the
primal connection between all living things and
fire. Children will grasp that fire is both basic and
powerful; that it has both the capability to destroy
and to create; that everything they know in the
world has evolved with fire.There is comfort in
understanding the natural processes taking
place all around us. By learning (...)

Fidel and the Cypress is a book about the states of
mind, the beauty of death, and a child who
perceives it simple way. About looking for our lost
ones in others. It is a story of a quest in which
strangers become closest to us, and those we
know disappear. The book is for everyone who has
experienced longing, no matter for whom or what a cypress, a lake, father, distant lands, or sunrise.
Ani can live only with (...)

But Why?

Baby Teeth

by Elizabeth Pulsford, illustrated by Francisco
Fonseca
On Sale: May 20/22
9780648872382 • $26.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Rabbits

by Meg Grehan
On Sale: Jun 10/22
9781915071019 • $23.50 • cl
YA Fic / Romance / Lgbt

This colourful and delightful children's picture book
follows a brave rabbit around the forest as he asks
the ultimate question every parent has heard
before: But Why (...)

A YA verse novel about LGBTQ+ desire,
identity - and vampires.

From the multi-award winning author of The
Deepest Breath (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2021),
a Junior Library Guild Selection.

The blood
Feeds the hunger
That threatens everything
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A Short, Hopeful Guide to Climate Change

Bumpfizzle the Best on Planet Earth

by Oisin McGann
On Sale: May 6/22
9781912417742 • $18.95 • pb
YA NonFic / Science & Nature / Environmental
Conservation & Protection

by Patricia Forde, illustrated by Elina Braslina
On Sale: May 6/22
9781915071217 • $17.95 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories

What is Climate Change? How can it be stopped?
And what can young people do to help the fight?
Author Oisin McGann explains Climate Change
science, and encourages young people to be part
of positive change by getting involved in the global
movement to fight humanity's biggest challenge.

A new book from the author of The List So
hilarious! Patricia Forde is definitely the high
queen of Irish comedy." - Eoin Colfer, author of
Artemis Fowl
Bumpfizzle is an alien sent to Earth on a
mysterious mission from Planet Plonk. Or is he a
ten-year-old boy who is jealous of all the attention
his parents are giving to The Baby?

Relentless negative news stories about Climate
Change are a source of anxiety for many young
people, while others simply disengage from what
seems like a hopeless situation. This book
presents an optimistic (...)

Bumpfizzle's confusion at Earthling behaviours, as
reported in his diary and his frequent reports back
to Plonk (...)

Lumber Baby

Wolfstongue

by Patricia M. Stockland, illustrated by Amy Jindra,
edited by Nevin Mays
On Sale: Sep 23/22
9781638940005 • $25.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Bedtime & Dreams

by Sam Thompson, illustrated by Anna Tromop
On Sale: Jul 8/22
9781915071002 • $23.50 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Wolves

For all those exhausted, overwhelmed parents
and their never-sit-still toddlers who despise
sleep comes a cute and quirky tale of getting
the bedtime routine just right. Never
underestimate the power of an attention-deprived
older sibling to creatively problem-solve the
bedtime battle. Visual humor and lyrical rhyming
text depict the utter chaos of living with the joyful,
rambunctious Lumber Baby and will have the
whole family in stitches as they turn each page.
A delightful tale both (...)

The best animal adventure since Watership
Down" - The Times
"Gripping and profound" - New Statesman
"A hugely original tale" - The Irish Times
"A thrilling adventure" - Meg Rosoff
The children's debut by Booker-longlisted author
Sam Thompson is an engrossing, thoughtful,
beautifully written story about humans and
animals, voice and power, neurodiversity and
acceptance.
Silas is a young boy who is bullied at school
because his words will not come. He wishes he
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